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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around "
Murray

Year

In Our 92nd

Bus Schedules For
Schools Announced
Buses for the elementary and
middle schools will begin their
bus runs Thursday, August 26,
1971, according to Willie Jackson,
director of pupil personnel.
The buses for Carter and
Robertson Schools will begin
their scheduled run at 7:50 a.m.
Thursday, August 26 and Friday,
August 27. School will be

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, Augot 16, 1971

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 192

Wage-Price Controls
imposed By President

dismissed at 11:30 a.m. on both
Thursday and Friday.
"Beginning Monday, August
30, 1971 the Carter and Robertson
Mrs. Jessie Herndon of Murray
regular scheduled runs will begin
Route Two has found the secret of
at 7:50 and school will be
growing large tomatoes apdismissed at 2:50," Jackson said.
parently. Her son H. S. Herndon
Buses for the Murray Middle
of Houston, Texas brought in a
School will begin their scheduled
basket Friday and the largest
runs at 12:20 p.m. Thursday,
weighed in at two pounds two and
August 26 and Friday, August 27.
one-quarter ounces. As H. S. said,
School will be dismissed at 3:30
they are not the largest as far as
p.m. Thursday, August 26 and
size goes, but they are all
3:40 p.m. Friday, August 27.
whoppers and well above the
Beginning Monday,
August
normal size you normally see in
30, 1971 the Murray Middle
gardens here and there.
By MIKE FEINSILBER
School's regular scheduled runs By United Press Internaliamal dropping below the governmentdoctrine of Nixon's former
WASHINGTON
will begin at 12:10 p.m. and Britain, Switzerland, Jaw set exchange rate with the
(UPI)—The counsellors, called a news
H.S. subscribes to the Ledger
wages all Americans receive conference today to answer a
school will be dismissed at 6:05 Ind other key financial nations Japanese yen.
and Times and the paper is on its The Kindergarten Committee p.m.
tepped in today to keep the In Singapore, at least one
and the prices they pay for host of questions arising from
way. He is a meat cutter in of Memorial Baptist Church has The solid line on the map
almost everything have been the new course of action.
on dollar from plunging on foreign bank reported the value of the
Houston and was home on a visit. completed plans for the 1971-72 page seven denotes the bus exchange markets as a result dollar had dropped within
frozen for three months by
Nixon's chief economic critic
term of school.
President Nixon, a course in Congress, Sen. William
pickup route. The dotted line on A President Nixon's economic minutes of Nixon's address.
Day will be
Mow says if you think that Registration
moves.
"Tjio Kay Loen, chief of the
designed to shock the economy Proxmire, D-Wis., praised NixPlease Turn To
conversation is a lost art, just try Wednesday, September I. Those
In Britain, the foreign ex- Foreign Exchange Department
out of the stagnation and on's action but Sen. George S.
Map
On Page 7
listening to your favorite TV who plan to attend the morning
change and gold markets wore of the Oversea-Chinese Banking
inflation which have dogged McGovern, D-S.D., called it
session will register that morProgram.
closed. The Swiss National Corp., said "there were no
him in office and threaten to "madness."
the
map
denotes
the route to the
ning, beginning at 9:00. Those
Bank suspended trading in all buyers" for dollars at his bank
deny him re-election.
Organized labor's initial reacBest way to tell a woman's age is attending in the afternoon will school from the last pick up point. foreign currencies and the following the speech.
The wage-price-rent freeze tion was hostile, too, chiefly
begin registering at 1:00. The
in a very low voice.
Swiss gold market was also In Hong Kong, money markwill last at least until Nov. 12 because the wage-price freeze
first day of school will be Sepreported closed.
ets and stock exchanges had no
and could be extended. It is did not control interest rates or
Overbey
w.
Dr.
tember
7.
Jam
Hey. . . what is white on the
currency opportunity to respond to the
Japan, the
In
intended to buy time while profits. Many businessmen cauoutside, green on the inside and Staff for the coming year are:
market opened and 300 million announcement. They had just
Congress responds to Nixon's tiously welcomed Nixon's achops? Why, a Frog Sandwich of Rev. Jerrell White, Director,
dollars were sold during the opened when Typhoon Rose
call for $6.3 billion worth of tion. A. W. Clausen, president
Mrs. Connie White, morning
course.
morning trading: The Bank of moved down on Hong Kong,
cuts in income, business and of California Bank of America,
teacher, Mrs. Kay Doran, af- Raymond Smith, retired far- Japan had to step in
to forcing them to close.
auto excise taxes to stimulate the world's largest, said the
Here is the procedure to close a ternoon teacher. Also included mer of the Kirksey community, support the price.
Most official
government
employment and while Europe President had bought time with
Street in the city. First the City will be helpers for each session. passed away Saturday at 10:06
Italian
banks suspended reaction was cautious. In
Japan adjust
and
to
a his wage-price freeze, tax cut,
Kindergarten a.m.. at the Murray-Calloway dealings in the dollar and Manila, Philippine
Council passes an ordinance of Memorial
Finance
"floating" dollar, devaluation in increased import duties and de
intent to close the street. Then a operates under a permit from the County Hospital where he had although American Express Secretary Cesar Virata said it
effect if not in name.
facto devaluation of the dollar
suit is filed in Circuit Court State Board of Education and been a patient since July 15.
was cashing travelers Checks, would be "speculative" to Dr. John W. Overbey, formerly The announcement was as to find
long-term solutions to
meets
all
their
requirements
and
years
He was 78
of age. Mr. leading Rome hotels were forecast the impact of Nixon's of Murray, has been appointed dramatic a domestic step as his
asking for the closing of the
the nation's lingering economic
Street, with all the property our teachers hold B. S. Degrees Smith operated a grocery store at refusing to deal in dollars. One actions, while in Canberra, vice president for administration announced trip to China is
problems.
owners along the street being a from Murray State University, Mayfield from 1935 to 1944 before hotel official said "some Australian treasury officials at Radford College, Radford, internationally. His action could
moving to the Kirksey com- people are exchanging dollars said only they were "closely Virginia.
party to the suit. If the court rules Rev. White said.
Detroit's auto makers were
touch the life of every
The Kindergarten Committee munity. He and his wife, the in the street at a reduced rate. appraising" the implications.
favorably on the suit, then the
delighted with the prospect of
Dr. Overbey is presently dean American.
Cfty Council passes an ordinance is composed of Claude Miller, former Gracie Wrather, who The situation is very confused." Japanese government and of the School of Applied Arts and "We will break the back of an end to the 7 per cent auto
Chairman, Mrs. Ruby Bland, survives, would have been In Switzerland, the Natio
closing the street.
President excise tax and higher prices for
the
caulking sources said the 10 per- Sciences. He will hold the vice inflation,"
Mrs. Sue Wynn, Mrs. Jane married
sixty
years
on Bank limited to $30 the amount cent surcharge Nixon imposed presidency for the 1971-72 pledged in his hastily arranged competing foreign cars.
Among other things Mr. Reuben Galyen, and Mrs. Linda Rogers. December 3 of this year.
of money tourists could ex- on imports is against the rules academic year.
To the average American,
radio-television address Sunday
Rowland grows Bell Peppers. He The Memorial Day Care Center The deceased was born in change per day._ The order of the General Agreement on In June,1972,the vice president night in which he abandoned Nixon's program meant that
broaght some by the office the Is closed for vacation during the Marshall County on June 27, 1503„ required Uwe -aWserdintrAlls,,
Tariffs iiiisd'Thine (GATT).
will return to full-time teaching,
frequently-expressed di- scheduled pay increases, °vets
month of August, but will reopen and was the son of the late Jim written in the
other day.
passports of They
a as professor of business with the staste for controls acquired as If previously negotiated, would
was
"it
said
September 7. Hours are from 8:00 Smith and Emma Grubbs Smith. identity cards of
tourists. It regrettable decision at a time rank of Distinguished Service a young lawyer working for the have to be foregone until Nov.
We bave two monstrous Sun- a.m. until 11:30 a.m., Monday One son, James Smith, wasekilled said the official rate of 4.05 when the Japanese government Professor.
Office of Price Administration 12: that most prices and all
flowers with heads as big as through Friday.
while serving in the Armed francs to the dollar remained began pulling off an eight-point
Dr. Overbey has a B. S. degree during the World War II era. rents would not climb for 90
There are still some openings Forces in France in 1944.
dinner plates. They've reached
valid for those limited transac- overall economic program to from Murray State University; He called upon the "greatness days; that the prices of foreign
their zenith now and are drying for five year olds in Kin- Mr. Smith is survived by his tions.
free trade and foreign invest- an M. B. A. degreee in business of a great people" to me his goods would climb, reflecting
dergarten.
For
more in- wife, Mrs. Smith of Kirksey; one Tokyo was the first major
out. The Cardinals, Titmice and
administration
from
the program work voluntarily with the 10 per cent surcharge Nixon
ment in Japan."
various and sundry other birds formation, call the church office, son, Hal Smith of Kirksey; three market
to open
following J. P. Lee, executive secretary University of Texas, Austin; and a few hundred federal over- imposed on half the $45 billion
will enjoy them a little later on. 753-3182, Rev. White added.
grandchildren, Billy Smith of Nixon's announcement he would of the Chinese Manufacturers a D Ed. degree in business seers but with the threat
of worth of goods America imMurray Route Two, Miss Bettie let the dollar find its open Association, said in Hong Kong education
Columbia injunctions and a' $5,000 maxi- ports
each
from
year;
and—if
A nice sunny weekend for a
Smith of Paducah, and Mrs. parity on world markets rather "We are shocked to hear that University.
mum fine for every transaction Congress goes along—income
change. It appears that one sunny
Susan Phillips of Halls, Tenn.; than be. backed by the U.S. President
taxes would fall and withholdannounced
Nixon
which violates the controls.
weekend can make up for three
three great grandchildren, Billy government with,,gold at $35 an such strong measures " J. B. He served for four years as Treasury Secretary John
B. ing shrink in 1972 and the price
or four rainy ones. We forget the
Dale Smith, Bobbie Ann Smith, ounce. There was massive Kite, executive secretary of
the business manager at East Connally Jr., the practical of domestic cars would drop 7
bad things and enjoy the good.
and Blair Phillips; two sisters, confusion, but well over 300 Hong Kong General Chamber of Tennessee State University politician whose advice appears per cent effective retroactive to
Miss Halleene Smith and Miss million dollars were sold during Commerce,
said •'Hong Kong's before coming to Radford in 1945 to have overruled the academic Sunday.
Dell Smith, both of 400 South 6th the morning session.
Lady says you can catch a man
Nixqp said his program would
export trade to the United as associate professor of
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
with face powder, but it takes
Street, Murray.
The Bank of Japan intervened States will suffer in the short business.
bring 'Iff new prosperity without
pastor of the First United
baking powder to keep him.
Funeral services were held to prevent the dollar from
In 1951, Dr Overbey became
Methodist Church in Murray, and
Sunday at three p.m. at the
His advisers have often
professor of business and
Mrs. Dodson left early this week
chilidel of the Blalock-Coleman
blamed the Vitnam War for
chairman of the business
for Denver, Colorado, to attend
Funeral Home with Rev. John
inflation and pointed to Nixon's
department at Radford. He was
the World Methodist Conference
Funeral services for Mrs. withdrawals
from Vietnam in
named dean of the division of
meeting at the University of Jones officiating.
Raymond
(Beatrice)
Dobson of explaining climbing unemployapplied arts and sciences in 1959.
Denver, August 18 to 26. Dr. Pallbearers were Bryan
Paducah, native of Almo, were ment.
Dodson is a delegate to the Staples, Paul D. Jones, Roy
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
Jones, Carl Carey, Isaiah 'Trees,
Inflation has averaged about
Two persons were treated for driven by John P. Daly of 1621
Dr. John Devine, Sue Miller, conference.
Macedonia Baptist Church, 6.6 per cent this year.
and
Clay
Smith.
The
A. Lamb,
Hazel Brandon,and Mr. and Mrs. Dr. Wayne
injuries after a two car accident Farmer Avenue, Murray.
where she was a member with unemployment rate, with
Interment was in the Brewers
5.5
Charles Ryan, all of Murray, superintendent of the Paris,
at 10:35 p.m. Saturday on South Police said the Daly car pulled
Rev. Robert Hill officiating.
Cemetery with the arrangements
million workers idle and some
participated in the Seventh District, and Mrs. Lamb will also
12th Street, according to the in front of the Jones car going
Burial was in the i'leasant Hill states Suffering 10 per cent
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Annual Kentucky Business and be in attendance at the conreport filed by the officers of the south on U.S. Highway 641 or
Cemetery at Almo with the
Home.
Office. Education Conference ference. Mrs. Lamb is a delegate
Murray Police Department
Mrs. Verna M. Cox of Murray Mundy Funeral Home,Paducah, depression-level unemployment,
South 12th Street. Daly left the
which was held in Richmond, and Dr. Lamb is an official
Road,
Benton
Eight,
Route
according
In charge of the arrangements.
(Continued oil Page Teu
Injured was Phillip Reed Jones scene of the accident,
Kentucky at Eastern Kentucky representative. They attended
succumbed Sunday at 11:25 a.m. Mrs. Dobson died Thursday at
to the police report.
of
of
Dexter
driver
Route
One,
the World Methodist Conference
University on August 9-13.
Damage to the Jones car was at the Murray-Calloway County Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. She
one of the cars, and Eddie Cook of
as delegates five years ago in
all
over and to the Daly car on the Hospital. Her death at the age of came to Paducah in 1932. She was
dealt
.
Conference
This year's
502 North 6th Street, Murray, a
.London, England, and also ten
left
side. A utility pole of the 82 followed an extended illness. educated at the former Douglas
passenger in one of the cars.
with the topic of "Businesi years ago, meeting in Oslo,
r
Murray
Electric System was also She was preceded in death by High School in Murray and West
Education—A Total Concept." Norway. The World Methodist Oray Wrye of 1016 E. 3rd Jones was treated for a
her husband, M. R. Cox, on May Kentucky Industrial College,
damaged
in the collision.
the
of
activities
professional
and
The
Conference meets each five Street, Metropolis, ru., formerly laceration of the right cheek
15, 1967. They were former Paducah.She served as president
12th
North
The
intersection
of
general
week consisted of three
years.
of Calloway County, died Cook for a laceration of the lip at and Olive Streets was the scene of residents of Birmingham, Ky., in of the Usher
Board of Macedonia
sessions, luncheon meetings, and
the emergency room of the
aVorld Methodism will
be Saturday at the Massac
a collision at 10:30 a.m. Saturday Marshall County. She was a Church and was a member of
Shriners and their families of
Murray-Calloway
many special interest groups.
County
represented at this conference, Memorial Hospital at Metropolis.
Buick two door member of the Methodist Church. Daughters of Zion Lodge.
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, according to hospital between a 1962
He
was
73
years
of
age.
4,
1889,
born
May
was
Mrs.
Cox
driven by Linda She Filbeck of
Other -activities of interest in- and delegates from 54 nations
Survivors are her husband, Shrine Club attended the Banana
officials.
Benton Route Five and a 1964 and her parents were the late Raymond Dobson of Paducah; Festival held at Fulton on
cluded comprehensive book will be in attendance. All The deceased is survived by his
displays, equipment displays, Methodist bodies around the wife, Mrs. Verna Wrye; two sons, Cars involved were a, 1964 two Chevrolet four door Bel Air Charles E. Smith and Mary Jane two sisters, Mrs. Echo Brown of Saturday.
The men who are members of
and a video tape presentation world, representing about Alfred and John Wrye, both of door hardtop owned by Abline owned by Keith Kennedy or4O7'Cray Smith.
Syracuse, N. Y., and Mrs. Opal
concerning preventive main- twenty-five million members, Clifton, Ill.; stepmother, Mrs. Jones and driven by PhilUp Reed North 7th Street, Murray, and The deceased is survived by Lindsey of Paducah; three the Rizpah Clown Unit took part
Frances Wrye of Murfat three Jones, and a 1980
vrolet driven by Jack R. Kennedy of 302 two daughters, Mrs. Wilbert orothers, Willie Miller of in the paradr.' All visiting
tenance of office machines. The will send delegates.
sisters, Mrs. Tryphena Crass,
(Mary Louise) Outland of Ill Syracuse, N. Y. ,J. R. Miller of Shriners from Murray and other
North 6th Street, Murray.
group also enjoyed social acNorth 7th Street, Murray, and Detroit, Mich., and Taylor Miller points were entertained by Mr.
tivities of a banquet, a dance, areceding the opening of the Mrs. Modena McClure, and Mrs.
Police said Kennedy, going Mrs. Thomas (Mable) Ftedded of
bingo, a picnic, and square conference, the World Methodist Gussie Maynard, all of Murray;
of Almo; two nieces and one and Mrs. Bruce Wilson at the
west on Olive Street, came to 12th Murray Route Eight; one sister,
Council, which is the executive one brother, Dallas Wrye
dancing.
Wilson Bookkeeping and Tax
nephew.
Street, stopped, and said a car on Mrs. George Smith, 1306 Olive
body, will be in session at Denver Murray; fifteen grandchildren;
Service office on Broadway.
acNorth
in
left
injured
12th
turn
going
to
was
Three
persons,
five
great
grandchildren.
two days. The World
for
Boulevard, Murray; three
Wilson is also a member of the
FREE KITTENS
Federation of Methodist Women Funeral services are being held cidents, were treated at the onto Olive. Kennedy started grandchildren, Mrs. Joe Ryan
clown unit.
Five kittens, six and seven will also be in session at the same today at two p.m. at the Andra- emergency room of the Murray across North 12th and failed to Cooper of Murray, Mrs. Tom
The following Shriners and
Funeral
weeks old, are free to persons for time.
Home, Calloway County Hospital on see the Filbeck car going south on Samuels of Tuscon, Arizona, and
Farmer
their families attended: Mr. and
12th
traffic,
in
of
the
information
753other
lane
call
pets. For
Metropolis, with Rev. Roosevelt Friday and Saturday.
Pat Thomas Redden of Joplin,
Mrs. Milton Jones and grandson,
The Hazel Elementary School Mr.and Mrs.
3096.
Denaon officiating. Burial will be Dan Dogan, age eighteen, was according to the police report. Mo.; six great grandchildren.
Norman Klapp, Mr.
ELEVEN CTTED
The funeral has been scheduled will have a clean up at the school and Mrs.
the 100F Cemetery at treated for a laceration of the
in
Marvin Pierce, Mr. and
Eleven persons were cited by
car
was
Filbeck
Damage
to
the
on
contusion
forehead
and
a
for
Tuesday
at ten a.m. at the on Tuesday, Wednesday and Mrs.
Metropolis, Ill
Wallace
Ford
ANN he Murray Police Department
and
Friday. He was reported injured 3n the front end and to the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Thursday. Hours on Tuesday and
daughters, Kim and Kelly, Mr.
in Friday, Saturday, and Sunright
side.
Kennedy
the
car
on
In an automobile accident.
Funeral Home with Rev. A. M. Thursday will be from nine a.m.
and Mrs. Edsel Beale, Mr. and
'fAPE PLAYER STOLEN
day. They were five for public
Saturday,Mike Van Deraa , age Friday at 1:39 p.m. the police Thomas officiating.
to ten p.m. and on Wednesday Mrs. Jack
Thompson, Mr. and
drunkenness, one for weeding, A tape player was stolen from
Maple
on
collision
investigate('
a
Route
Concord
seventeen,of New
Pallbearers will be William from nine a.m. to three p.m.
Mrs. Tom Van Vector, Mr. and
one for leaving the scene of an the car of Cary Brandon of 305 One was treated for abrasions Street in front of the Western Heath,
Dan
Clayton,
Joe
Dunn,
Roy
Cothran,
principal
of
the
Partly cloudy skies should accident, one for driving while South 5th Street, Murray, acMrs. Don Robinson and guest,
after being injured in an Auto Store between a 1968 Ford Hollis Roberts, CLifton Cochran, school,and Mrs. Edward Russell,
prevail through Tuesday with a intoxicated and reckless driving, cording to the report made to the
Lynn Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs.
two door hardtop driven by Joyce and Vernon Hale. Burial will
autombile accdient.
be president of the Hazel PTA, urge
few thundershowers in the north one for wilful and malicious Murray Police Department at
Also reported injured in an Shelly Hendon of Murray Route in the Birmingham Cemetery at all parents and interested per- Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs. R.
and east this afternoon.
C. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
cutting in sudden affray, and two 11:06 p.m.Sunday. The Vent glass automobile accident on Saturday Six and a 1967 Ford owned by the
Riensburg,
with
the sons to help with the clean up of Persall,
Little change in temperatures. for throwing injurious objects on on the passenger's side of the car
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Parcel
Service, arran..•10ents by the J. H. the
was Dave Duncan,age sixteen, of United
school before the fall Dunn
Highs today and Tuesday in the highway and at cars, according had been broken, the police
and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
leuisville,
and
driven
by
Larry
treated
was
Villageand.
He
I.ake
Church A.). al Honk where semester opens on Monday,
Sas. Lows tonight in the 60s.
to the citation reports.
report said
Dan Bearden, and Mr. and Mrs.
for abrasions and contusions
(Continued on Page Ten
friends may C
August 23
William E Moffett

Kindergarten At
Memorial Opens
September 1

Foreign Nations Step In
To Support U.S. Dollar -

Raymond Smith
Passes Away

Dollar Will Float
On Foreign Markets

John Overby
Named College
Vice-President

Dr. And Mrs.
Dodson Leave
For Conference

Death Claims
Mrs. Dobson

Two Persons Treated After Being
Injured In Accident On Saturday

Local Persons
At Conference

Mrs. Verna Cox
Dies, Hospital

Oray Wrye Dies
At Metropolis

Shriners Take Part
In Banana Festival
Parade Saturday

Three Persons Are.
Treated, Hospital

Clean Up Days Are
Planned At Hazer

,The Weather
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The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Monday, Aug. 16.
- e 228th day of 1971.
h
The moon is between its last
4uarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn. The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
Robert Ringling, originator of
the major circus world, was
born Aug. 16, 1897.
On this day in history:
In 1896 gold was discovered
in the Klondike region of
Canada's Yukon Territory.
In 1948 home-run king Babe
Ruth died in New York City of
cancer.
In 1965 all 30 persons aboard
were killed when a plane
crashed and sank in Lake
Michigan.
In 1958 former President
Dwight D. Eisenhower suffered
his seventh heart attack.

POSTAGE PERSONALITIES
By K•kw

Miasma

Georgi
Quarte

4

By MICHAEL S. BARRETT
NEW YORK (UPI) - Those
"Ole Piano-Roll Blues" ain't so
bluesy these days. At least they
aren't for Jerry (Crazy Hair)
Citron, creator of the old time
Buthday of
Aeolian piano sound for his
MARC PIERRE DE VOYER
new hot-selling album, "No,
D'ARGENSON
No, Nanette."
It all started with a pro/696 - /764
ducer named Elliot Blaine, said
French Statesman
longCitron, a 39-year-old,
Founded the Military School
haired night club painist from
Alk /Ilk
AK
Aft
Monsey, 'N.Y., which is about
50 miles upstate from Broadway.
"Elliot approached me with
this idea," Citron explained in
an interview. "He had found
this old player-piano which was
bolted to a 1925 Ford Woody
truck, and it had a 'grotesque
sound. That was his word.
A thought for today: NaturaThe two went to an old
Burroughs said,
garage and blew a layer of dust list John
off the piano and truck.
"Time does not become sacred
"He had hundreds, perhaps until we have lived it."
thousands, of old piano rolls,
and I began to research, sitting ACUPUNCTURE COURSE
down and listening to these old
VANCOUVER (UPI)-A new
piano artists a couple hours a college in British Columbia will
day," Citron said. "I started
offer a correspondence course
picking up the style. Like
acupuncture, a surgical
on
George Gershwin said, 'It's a
procedure devised at least 1,000
iri icational tool.'"
China.
Blaine and Citron had years ago in
The North American College
the old truck rolling with the
teach the
800-pound, 1900 Aeolian play- of Acupuncture is to
er piano securely bolted on technique of sticking fine
needles into certain parts of the
back.
body for diagnostic or therapeuinstruon
"Then we decided
mentation," Citron said. "We tic purposes.
decided on a tuba, banjo and
drum - didn't think we needed VIETNAMESE BEAT YANK
more than that."
PHU CAT, Vietnam (UPDCitron learned the art of An American civilian dragged
overdubbing - reproducing the from his car and beaten by
piano sound over and over un- demonstrating Vietnamese fartil the final product sounds as mers outside Phu Cat Air Base
if it were done with four or six was released after being held
hands. And with a strict dead. hostage for more than three
line of one month to "write 12
hours Friday, officials reported.
arrangements, do all the mixing
Charles 0. Shelton, 61, of
.7418tedgom..-,
•
first
the
and all the editing,"
Wash., was employed by
Pasco,
Crazy Hair album was born.
Pacific Architects and En- CANDID PHOTO of BritNostalgic trend
Tai ain's Princess Anne apPhu
gineers at its
installation outside Qui Nohn, pears in the new book,
Nostalgia is catching on 250 miles northeast of Saigon. "Blue Peter Royal Safari."
around the country, and one of
The farmers say they were It shows her walking on a
the best examples is the cur- not paid for land on which the beach during her visit to
rent Broadway hit-revival of base was built early in 1967.
Shimone, Kenya, in April.
the 1925 musical, "No, No,
Nanette." Songs include such
ton e..ftwirlers as "Too Mn

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

MONDAY-AUGUST 16. 1971

LEDGER•TIMES FILE
No protest was voiced at the open meeting held to discuss the
proposed city garbage pickup and sanitary land fill method.
Darwin Weatherford of Murray College High won first place
in the Junior showmanship class in the District Dairy Show held
August 14 at the Fairgrounds in Mayfield.
James Neal, Gene Campbell, Billy Joe Hodge, Bob Wright
Ronald Pace, Mildred Hodge, Judy Parker, and Mary Graves
were winners in the scratch bowling held last week at Corvette
Lanes.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Lee and children, Doug, Renee, and
Kim, who have moved to Williamsburg, Va., iere honored at a
Wilson.
going away party at the home of Mr.and Mrs.

4
4
4

4

veru4

Mrs. Bonnie Jones, age 57, died August 13 at Vanderbilt
Hospital. She lived at Puryear, Tenn.
Miss Jenne Lou Jellison and Gerald McCord left yesterday to
attend the National Christian Youth Convocation on the camous
of the University of Illinois, Champaign.
"Mrs. Tony Boggess on Murray Route Two called last night to
say that she had a pear tree in full bloom", from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray".
A. J. Buchanan has resumed his work with Southern Bell
Telephone Company after being recalled to service with the
Army. He served as staff sergeant for eleven months in Tokyo,
Japan.

For many are called, butfew are chosen.-Matthew 22:14.
Even a free gift or windfall requires of us that we carefully
spend it; so with the grace of God, we must responsibility accept
the gifts of forgiveness and eternal life.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
There is absolutely no truth to the rumor that
presidential adviser Henry Kissinger. embarrassed because he ate with knife and fork at
Premier Chou En-lai's banquet table in Peking, is
practicing the use of chopsticks. What he really is
learning, it is whispered in high places, is the trick
of how to open fortune cookies.
"When fortune knocks, be sure to
open the door."
—Etymological Dictionary

Lodi
SCIENTIST GOING TO THE MOON—Harrison H. (Jack)
Schmidt (left), scientist-astronaut, will be the first Sei-k
entist to set foot on the Moon, on the Apollo 17 mission
in December, 1972. He and veteran spaceman Eugene A
Cernan (center) will make America's final lunar exploration while rookie Ronald E. Evans stays in orbit

"GENESIS ROCK" FROM THE MOON—Grijpning broadly. Apollo IS (onlre.:ncir 1),Ivid R Scott gets 'his first
o Rock" be :Ind James Irwin
F.0 th look :it the
-tight. nitrogenl'
toittli1 ‘,11

on the Beach" and the toe.
tapping, whistler's tune
"W h er e-H as-My-Hubby-Gone
Blues." All these and more including every-popular "Tea
for Two" and "I Want to Be
Happy" - are in Citron's album.
What is nostalgia?
FIRST WOMAN MAR TRUCKER in the Michigan Bell Telephone system goes about
her new duties in Detroit. She is Mary Jo Hamlin, a divorcee with an 11-year-old
"I think it's philosophically
a sort of escape from what s
daughter to support, and she got weary of secretarial work.
happening today," Citron reSolomon and Sheba, Firedelayed production for a month. man's Fund American paid plied. "People are looking foe
backActually, the sequence proba- United Artists more than $1.2 better days and going
bly would start with insurance. million to cover the expenses of wards for it.
Few companies producing mo- re-shooting scenes with his CUBAN AIRLIFT UPI) -The
vies, television commercials replacement, Yul Brynner. refugee airlift from Cuba to the
and shows, industrial films, Slightly more than $1 million United States, suspended during
documentaries and filmed fea- was paid to the producers of the past week, will be resumed
tures would think of turning on "Kiss Me Stupid,' after Peter Monday.
a light or rolling a camera
Sellers had a heart attack. The The Havana government anbefore arranging insurance. Too foibles of Parisian weather nounced earlier the two flights
many disasters 'could wipe during the shooting of "Darling a day airlift from Havana to
By DEAN C. MIILLt.tt
them out: Accidents, injuries, Lili" cost Fireman's Fund Miami had been suspended for
Editor
UPI Business
sickness, dcts of God, weather,
administrative reasons. Friday
NEW YORK (UPI(-Lights faulty film stock, scratched another $1 million. Because of
faulty negatives, one sequence Cuba told the United States
Camera! Action! Insurance!
film, laboratory mistakes, had to be shot over and it had through the Swiss embassy
Insurance'? That's right, inequipment malfunctioning, nonHavana the airlift would
surance to protect the millions appearance of principals and to be done in bright sunshine.
But Paris turned cloudy and allowed to resume.
of dollars invested by movi dozens more.
rainy. Weeks passed until the
companies against such emer
gencies as Aladrey__Hgeburn' When Tyrone Power died sun appeared and the final CAR BUMPERS
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI)
cracking four vertebrae i uddenly of a heart attack scene was put in the can.
Fund of San -Gov. Ronald Reagan signed a
Fireman's
Elizabeth
or
horse,
a
off
falling
during the 1958 filming of Francisco, is the
world's bill
the
requiring
Friday
Taylor's developing a cold the
busiest theatrical insurer. bumpers of all new cars sold in
Over the last 15 years it has California after Sept. 1, 1974, to
insured some 3,700 motion be equipped with bumpers
pictures, TV and theatrical capable of withstanding daproductions valued at $2 billion. mage in a 5-mile-per-hour
Last year alone it insured 196 crash.
productions worth $130 million. The bill by Sen. John V
Lloyd's of London also has a Harmer, originally carried an
big share in the market. And effective date of Jan. 1, 1973,
Jerome J. Cohen, Inc., New but was amended to extend the
fork, currently represents deadline 20 months.
about 1,000 U.S. film companies, according to Ronald NC
Cohen, vice president.
Almost 80 per cent of FFA's
theatrical premiums come from
"Cast insurance" against losses
from death, injury or illness of
•
leading actors and directors. • SEE UM - 130TH AT 7:30•
Animals also are an insur:"NIGHT OF DARK •
ance expense.
(GP) *
The 400 rats in the horror• SHADOWS"
(din, "Willard", were insured
•
PLUS
-So was the trained Doberman - David Riven in
pinscher in the recent "Choke"THE IMPOSSIBLE
berry Bay." I.ike their human
counterparts, animal actors get
a complete physical examination before filming.
That wasn't much help,• DOUBLE FEATUR
however, some years ago when is STARTS AT 7:45
a trained polar bear, born in • le
Los Angeles, was shipped to •
Alaska for a film production. It •
took one look at the Bering Sea,•
waddled across the ice And
filled cabinet, at Space Center, HotaitNn, Tei. Scienplunged in, never to be seri
tists think the milk-white piece of rod: the size of a
again. Fireman's paid for the
fist may date to the birth of the Moon 4.7 billion yezits
auir and prove the.M-m ii fir,i was a molten planet
loss of one polar bear.

Insurance
Is Needed
In Movies

* New Price Policy *

Children

50'
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views of major coil
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University of Geor
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UPI
ATLANTA (UPI)
gia Bulldogs are co
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two disappointing
The young man
task is Andy J
190-pound tow-hea
rushing and total
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Johnson played
ball just off the
campus at Athens
school that produced
kenton and last y
quarterback Paul G
"Johnson is a
athlete," said Doole
strong runner with
he is a good passer.
a strong runner with
he is a good passer.
a trem_dous competi
just hoping he can
sophomore mistakes
mum."
Johnson proved
past spring when
James Ray for the
terback post. Ray,
started last season
was sidelined after
fourth game.
"Johnson and Ra
fine jobs in spring
said Dooley. "We
both can do the w
of a successful qu
Andy finished the
slight edge but I
had a quarterback
perform the basic
::
or
Johnson's edge is
fling ability. Vin
coaches a conservati
football. He'd prefer
ball on the ground.
iven
n offy
arngiae'secti
Geo
baGck7
be solid. Eight st
among 19 returning
lettermen and that in
season's top two
back Ricky Lake
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and 251-pound gua
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Bring your lighthearted
supply everything eke
rest by the sparkling se
•All rooms & suites a
oceanfront and have
balconies
• 2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private
•Color TV, phones,
• Air conditioned & he
• Dining room, lounge

TODAY
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WALT DISNEY
production

[BAREFOOT

EXECUTIVE

• Golf &Tennis privile
• 9 hole putting green
• Game room. shuffle
sitter service
• Planned enterteinm
• Across from shoppi
bowling, theatre
glk Near Jai Alai, Dog
Auto Racing
• Great deep sis fis
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TODAY
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Georgia Is Counting On Rookie
Quarterback To Bring Them Up

MONDAY-AUGUST 16, 2971

MSU Football
Barbeque Set
On Wednesday

Fourth in a series of pre- we'll get trom our yet untried personnel to overcome this de- The barbecue which annually
ficiency."
views of major college football sophomores. But we at
opens fall football practice at
teams in the Southeast: The dent we have the neeessary po- Georgia expects to start two Murray State University will be
-foot-5,
on
defense-6
sophomores
tential."
University of Georgia.
6:30
Georgia's trademark in recent 242-pound tackle Jim Cagle of held Wednesday, Aug. 18 at
By DAVID MOFFIT
Cutchin
Stadium.
pin.
in
years has been its defense. Al- Marietta, Ga., and safety JerUPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UP1)-The Geor- though five starters are gone, one Jackson of Alexander City, Tickets for the barbecue,
gia Bulldogs are counting on a defensive coach Erskine Russell Ala.
sponsored by the Murray Young
homegrown sophomore quarter- believes this year's unit will be Linebackers Chip Wisdom Men's Business Club are $2 each
back to help them rebound from stronger than last year's-and and Steve Kitchens, cornerback and may be bought from memRosenberg, middle
that was second only to Louisiana Buzzy
two disappointing seasons.
bers of the club or at the gate the
The young man with that big State within the Southeastern guard Dennis Watson and tackle night of the barbecue.
Chuck Heard are all all-star
task is Andy Johnson, a 6-foot, Conference.
Judge Bob Miller will be
190-pound tow-head who set "We feel we will be as good candidates.
rushing and total offense rec- as any of our defensive teams "We feel this team is quite master of ceremonies. Coach Bill
introduce
will
ords for the Georgia frost) last of the last five years," said capable of carrying on Geor- Furgerson
Russell. "During that period, gia's defensive tradition," Rus- members of the football squad
fall.
and discuss the team's prospects
Johnson played his prep foot- we ranked fifth in the nation in sell said.
ball just off the University total defense and third in points Placekicker Kim Braswell, for this season.
who hit on 13 of 17 field goal
campus at Athens High, the allowed."
the
school that produced Fran Tar- Just a little more defense tries and 22 of 24 conversions The Racers will open
Western
kenton and last year's Bulldog last year and Georgia would last year, is a junior and Shirer season Sept. 11 against
have been considerably better doubles up as a punter where Carolina at Ashville, N.C. Their
quarterback Paul Gilbert.
25
"Johnson is a great natural than 5-5 since the losses were he was not excelled last year home opener will be Sept.
against Tennessee Tech.
Dean Willis, of the Murray Colt League All-Stars is sliding in
athlete," said Dooley. "He's ei by an average of only six by any SEC returnee.
third base in Friday night's action at the North Division Colt
to
bid
A
big
factor
in
Georgia's
points.
strong runner, with speed and
tournament at City Park. Willis' slide knocked the ball
League
for
a
conference
title
could
be
"Our
defensive
line
will
be
he is a good passer. He also is
from the Birmingham, Mich., third baseman's grasp and Willis
WINS
a strong runner with speed and bigger and more experienced the schedule. The Bulldogs do
was safe on the play. Willis advanced to third on Ray Lane's
the defensive secondary is not play Louisiana State, Tenhe is a good passer. He also is
'
V
%
F
single
up the middle. Murray lost to Birmingham 6-5. Joliet,
Alabama.
They
do
nessee
or
RC
ed
to
show
.°NN
by
W
a
marked
imowned
a trennieus competitor. We are
Illinois, won the tournament Saturday night over Birmingham,
ement," Russell said. "We play SEC favorite Auburn, a F. Whitehead of Del Rio, Tex.,
Just 'hoping he can hold natural
By DICK DEW
tourney this season, a cool 8-7. Jollet scored three runs in the bottom of the 7th to notch the
sophomore mistakes to a mini- just didn't get good over-all team they upset, 31-17, last won the $162,183 Rainbow
UPI Sports Writer
$14,390, the difference between win and gain a berth in the Colt League World Series.
pass coverage last year but we year. But that game is not until Futirity for quarterhorses Sunmum."
SUWON, Mass. (UPI) -You Stockton's fat
purse
and
Staff photo by Gene McCutcheon
and
will
be
at
mid
November
think
we
have
made
the
necesday,
with
Mr. Jet Moore second can buy one heck of a lot of Floyd's runnerup
Johnson proved his merit this
award of
home.
and Mr. Midland third.
past spring when he beat out sary changes in strategy and
disposable diapers with $33,000. $18,810.
James Ray for the No. 1 quarThat's the first thing that Four players were four
terback post. Ray, a junior,
crossed Dave Stockton's mind strokes apart when a gallery of
started last season as No. 1 but
after he ended a personal year- 35,200 finally dispersed. Rod
was sidelined after injury in the
long drought Sunday in first Funseth finished third, three
fourth game.
place in the Massachusetts strokes off the lead and 10
"Johnson and Ray both did
Classic Golf Tournament.
under for the 72 holes, while
fine jobs in spring practice,"
Dave and his wife had Bruce Crampton was alone in COOK
WINS TITLE
said Dooley. "We are confident
third, tourtn and seventh Angeles 6-3. San Francisco brought along their 11-month- fourth, dour strokes back of YOKR, Pa. (UPI) -Don SWAELENS' GOLD WIN
By NEIL HERSHBERG
both can do the work required
old
son,
Ronald,
and
the
family
Stockton
to pick up a $7,755 Cook of Kirksville, Mo.,
innings.
whipped New York 6-1,CmcinUPI Sports Writer
won
MUNICH, Germany (UPI) of a successful quarterback.
the AA-fuel title at the Donald Swaelens of Belgium
Pittsburgh saw its National "Naturally, when you lose the nati beat Chicago 5-1, Houston experienced its biggest payday check.
Andy finished the spring with a
since
Dave
won
the
1970
Lou
PGA
Graham,
who
had
led
League East lead dwindle even way we've lost its going to edged Atlanta 5-4, and San
American Hot Rod Association shot a final round 73 Sunday to
slight edge but I have never
after three rounds by virtue of Nationals Sunday
affect you," said the veteran Diego downed Philadelphia 5-4 title.
by turning win the AFGA International
had a quarterback who could further after losing a crucial
four-game series to the St. uc Skipper. "We haven't, and 3-2 sweep a doubleheader. The next thing Stockton a 68 on Saturday, soared over 6.62 seconds at 218.97 miles per Golf Tournament with a 72-hole
perform the basic mechanics as
In American League action, thought about was the unidenti- par for the first time in the hour. Cook won when leader score of 221. Roberto BernardiLouis Cardinals, but Pirate scored more than four runs in
well as Ray."
any of our last 10 games and Chicago nipped Baltimore 2-1, fied 10-year-old girl who inad- tournament to a 75, three over, Don Garlits blew his engine
manager
Danny
Murtaugh
has
ni of Italy, a two-time winner
Johnson's edge is in his runthis isn't our game. We're a Oakland downed New York 6-4, vertently gave him his biggest and it dropped him into a 10th after setting a new AHRA
of the event, was second.
ning ability. Vince Dooley called to his charges to re- team that usually scores runs'
break
of
place
the
tie.
tournament.
Kansas City defeated Boston 5speed and time record.
coaches a conservative brand of group rather than retreat.
Matty Alou turned on his but lately we haven't been able 1, Detroit whipped Minnesota 7- "It was a real good break. I
football. He'd prefer to keep the
had
made
probably the only
former teammates with a two- to do that. We'll just have to 5, Milwaukee beat Cleveland 4ball on the ground.
re-group," added Murtaugh.
2, and California edged Wash- mistake I had made during the
out,
three-run
homer,
his
fourth
Given an effective quarterday when my shot took a big
Willie Stargell continues to ington 4-3 in 10 innings.
back, Georgia's offense should hit of the game, in the eighth carry the burden of the Pirate
Inning Sunday to give the
Bobby Bonds and Willie Mays bounce on the fringe at the
be solid. Eight starters are
attack, hitting two home runs, drove in five runs between seventh. The wind had changed
among 19 returning offensive Cardinals a 6-4 victory over the his 40th and 41st of the season.
them with homers and Juan around on me and the ball was
Pirater and give St. Louis a
lettermen and that includes last
to give Pittsburgh an early lead Marichal pitched a five-hitter taking off when it hit a little
sweep of the series.
season's top two runners, tailThe Cardinals, who trailed in Sunday's contest.The Pirate as the Giants defeated New
back Ricky Lake and fullback
Pittsburgh
by 14 games on July slugger is optimistic about the York to extend their lead in the "If it hadn't hit her,"
Bob Honeycutt.
20,
are
now
within four games current skid facing his bal West Division to six gameg. Stockton said, "It would have
The offensive line, arichorell of the crumbling
-soma into We hazard. She
INods hit his 112nd homer In
division Club.
Na.
by 1141214oundatbel1e Tom
'Good clubs bounce back ant rust inning and Mays hit a wasn't hurt and I gave .her the
leaders. The Pirates have
and 251-pound guard Royce
we know we're a good club,' three-run homer, climaxing a ball. And she even walked with
Smith, is big and experienced. scored only 21 runs while losing
said Stargell.
eight of their last 10 games.
four-run rally in the seventh. me the rest ofIhe way. I saw
Rex Putnal, Jimmy Shirer and
Alou, traded by Pittsburgh tc The homer was the 644th of her.
The
Pirates
were
humbled
by
Billy Brice are proven receiv-That's the good thing about
Cards' ace right-hander Bob St. Louis last winter, capped a Mays' career.
ers.
five-run rally that wiped out a Gary Sutherland singled in a big gallery," Stockton added
Gibson
Saturday
night
when
he
"If we can come up with the
4-1 Pirate lead. It was only his two runs in the first inning and after a moment of thought. "If
big play, we feel we will have pitched the first no-hitter of his
fourth home run of the season hit a solo home in the eighth to you yell "fore",soft enough,
career
en
route
to
an
11-0
a solid offensive attack," said
triumph. Gibson allowed only but his second against Pit. lead Montreal past Los An- they can't get out of the way.
offensive coach Fred Pancoast.
four Pittsburgh baserunners-a tsburgh•
geles. Steve Renko went the Just don't tell my insurance
"We are concerned about our
wild pitch on a third strike to In other National League distance to even his record at man I said that" he added."
depth and the caliber of play
Milt May, and walks in the action, Montreal tripped Los 12-12 and hand the Dodgers Dave had six birdies, three on
their third loss in four games. .nich side, and finished the
Hal McRae and Johnny tournament with 18 birds and
.3tep into thc
Bench slammed home runs and oily five bogeys for a 13-under
Wonderful
rookie left-hander Ross Grirnse- score and a one-stroke edge on
ly yielded only four hits as the runnerup Ray Floyd, whose
anal round 68 just couldn't
Reds defeated Chicago.
By United Press International
National League
McRae's home run was one match Stockton's strong 66.
American League
Even so, Floyd narrowly
East
of his three hits and came off
East
W. L Pet. GB loser Juan Pizarro with none missed an eagle putt on the
of the
W. L. Pet. GB Pittsburgh
71 50 .587 ... out in the first inning. The Reds 18th, recovering for a bird that
o 0 ",m
rqo
aTTL
'Baltimore
71 44 .617 - St . Louis
67 54 .554 4 picked up unearned runs in the slashed the final margin to a
Detroit
65 54 .546 8 ancago
64 54 .542 5/
1
2 third and fourth innings and single stroke. That narrow miss
DAYTONA BEACH Boston
ps 56 .533 9/
1
2 New York
58 60 .492 111
/
2 added a fourth run in the sixth cost Floyd, who hasn't won a
New Yek
60 61 .496 14 Philadelphia 53 67 .442 171
/
2 of Bench's 22nd home run of the
Washington
49 70 .412 24
Montreal
48 71 .403 n season. '
Cleveland
48 72 .400 25/
West
1
2
Jim Wyntes two out single in
W. L Yet. GB the eighth inning drove in two
Bring your lighthearted spirit
we
San Francisco 72 51 .585 ... runs and gave Houston its
West
supply everything eke to romp or
rest by the sparkling see!
W. L. Pct. GB Los Angeles 65 58 .537 6 victory over Atlanta. Reliever
Major League Leaders
64 60 .516 8/
1
2 Cecil Updpw struck out two of By United Press International
78 42 .650 ... Atlanta
Oakland
•All rooms & suites are
Houston
60 60 .500 10/
1
2 the first three batters he faced,
oceanfront and have private
Kansas City 63 55 .534 14
balconies
Cincinnati
57 65 .467 141
/
2 but Bob Watson beat out an
Leading Batters
57 63 .475 21
Chicago
46 77 37426.
National League
2 Olympic pools,
56 66 .459 M San Diego
infield hit and Denis Menke
California
Sunday's Results
G. AB. R. H. Pct.
1100 ft of private beach
53 65 .449 24
doubled to set the stage for
Minnesota
122 475 71 169 .356 LW's proud of its
51 67 .432 26 St. Louis 6 Pittsburgh 4
Wynn's game-winning hit. Hank Torre,SIL
Milwaukee
•Color TV, phones, room service
Houston 5 Atlanta 4
112 450 73 158. 351
Sunday's Results
Aaron homered for the Braves, Bdtrt, Chi
citizeothip!
• Air conditioned & heated
Cincinnati 5 Chicago 1
117 477 79 157 .329 commuoitn
Detroit 7 Minnesota 5
raising his career total to 624. Garr, AU
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
3
Montreal 6 Los Angeles
109 413 47 136 .329 let's work together!
Milwaukee 4 Cleveland 2
Larry Stahl belted a three- Snglin Pit
San Francisco 6 New York 1
• Golf & Tennis privileges
run homer in the third inning arnnt, Pit . 103 409 63 132 .323
Chicago 2 Baltimore 1
117 475 92 153 .322 The growth and prosperity
and Dave Roberts pitched a Brock,St.L
California 4 Washington 3 110 San Diego 5 Phila 4 (1st)
• 9 hole putting green
San Diego 3 Phila 2 (2nd)
AlouSt. L
113 462 60 148 .320 of this fine community
seven-hitter
inns)
as
the
San
Diego
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
Today's
Probable
Jones,NY
101 385 43 12 .319 involves everyone
Pitchers
York
4
6
New
Oakland
Padres
dealt
the
Phillies
a
sitter service
Houston
Davisl,
(Billingham
LA
118
477 64 151 .317 benefits everyone!
5-11)
at
Boston
1
Kansas City 5
double setback.
• Planned entertainment
Pittsburgh (Ellis 164), night.
H.Aaron, AU
To make it happen we
In
the
opener,
Nate'
Colbert
• Across from shopping center,
Today's Probable Pitchers
Chicago (Jenkins 18-9) at singled with the bases loaded
107 374 69 118 .316 have to work diligently
bowling, theatre
Cleveland (Lamb 5-10) at Atiarp (Kelley 7-3), night.
together!
America. League
and none out in the ninth to
• Near lei Alai, Dog Racing,
Minnesota (East 9-9), night.
St. Louis (Carlton 16-6) at drive in a pair of runs for the
G. AB. R. H. Pct. As a corporate citizen
Auto Racing
Baltimore (Palmer 14-6) at
Oliva,PAM
97 379 59 134 .354 of this community, L&N
(Simspon 3-5), night. Padres' winning margin.
• Great deep site fishing
Milwaukee (Lockwood
8-8)
Nw York (Seaver 12-8) at Stahl's fifth homer came Muter, NY 111 426 77 142 .333 works closely with
111 435 66 135 .310 industry, commerce, and
Write for free brochure, rites. night
Los] Angeles (Alexander 4-3), after Enzo Hernandez and Dave Otis, KC
California (May 7-8 or Mutts night
111 401 55 122 .304 agriculture to provide
Campbell singled with one out. Rojas, KC
Credit cards bowed:
6-13) at Boston i Siebert 14-7) (Only games Scheduledt
Rchrdt, chi 103 382 43 115 .301 the kind of rail service
American Express, Diners ebb, night
they require for growth!
Rttnmnd, Bal
nk Sentient Master elisrp
Only games scheduled
/
Tuesday's Games
101 346 63 104 .301 LAN also works with
PERU VS. AUSTRALIA
Tuesday's Games
uston at Pittsburgh (night)
11$ 484 72 144 .298 localrand state officials
NEW YORK (UPI) -Eduar- Tovar, Min
Cleveland at Minnesota (night)
icago at Atlanta (night)
Horton
420 60 124 .295 to attract new business
Dot
110
do and Enrique Buse of Peru
Baltimore at Milwaukee (night) S. Louis at Cincinnati (night)
and new jobs to the area.
will meet Bob Howe and Jim Smith, Bos
Detroit at Chicago 2 (twi-night) ew York at Los Angel
120 468 68 137 .28993 As your neighbor and a
Gilchrist of Australia in a
Oakland at Washington (night) sIght)
97 357 84 103 .289 fellow taxpayer. LAN is
Bal
doubles match today to deterKansas City at New York (2) $ontreal at San Diego (night)
103 349 55 101 .289 helping to better your
mine who takes the lead in the My, Mil
California at Boston (night)
community and your life
/Pblladelphia at San Fr
elimination round of the Inter,.
BEACH MOTEL
night)
Runs Batted In
national Senior Tennis Tour- .
we like to grow
Saturday's Results
National League: Stargell,
nament for the Stevens Cup.
Voyager Beach Motel Oceanfront Retort 411
together
that won.
Saturday's
Results
95;
H.
2414 N Atlest.c Ave , Dept
How defeated Eduardo Buse, Pitt 104; Torre, St L
San Francisco 6 New York
Minnesota 9 Detroit 4
Daytona Beach, Florida
843, 6-0, and Enrique Buse beat Aaron, Atl 86; Montanez, Phil
(10 inns)
Oakland 1 New York 0
Gilchrist, 6-3, 6-2, Sunday- as the 80; Williams, Chi 76.
Natio
Chicago 3 Cincinnati 1
Kansas City 6 Boston 1
American League: Killebrew,
two
countries split the opening
I Nokiteti-St. Louis 11 Pittsburgh 0
Milwaukee 5 Cleveland 3
singles matches. The tour- Minn 85; Bando, Oak 75; B.
LCtty----St•tt1_--Z1S-Atlanta 7 Houston 0
Chicago 2 Baltimore 2
nameat is limited to players 45 Robinson, Balt 74; Fetrocelli,
moes00000rmea
lamisville sad Nashville Railroad
Montreal 3 Los Angeles 0
Washington 2 California 0
Bos 73: Mut;eer, NY 72.
and older.
git

Dave Stockton Wins
Massachusetts Meet

Cards Move Within Four Games
Of Division Leading Pirates

community responsibility...
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He gets an invitation
to a celebration of love
By Abigail Van Buren
The fastest growing part of a
fabric store today is its lingerie
and trim department. Fashion
sewing is moving under cover as
creative sewers make their own
lingerie. If you are interested in
learning some of the know bows
of "Sewing Your Own Lingerie",
attend one of the demonstrations
I will be teaching from 1:30-3:00
at Bardwell on August 26, at
Benton on August 30, at Murray
on August 31, at Mayfield on
September 1, at Ballard County
on September 7, at the Fulton
Housing Center Assembly Room
on Sept. 8, or at Paducah on
September 2.—Kate Thompson,
Hickman, Ky. 42050 236-2351.
+++++
Is this a familiar saying? "We
don't seem to get anything for our
money." Are you spending too
much on: daily needs such as
food and clothing, rent or home
payments, utilities, transportation, recreation. Do you
have too many: insurance
payments, installment
payments. A record of expenses
is important to show how much
money is spent and in helping
develop a spending plan to get the
most for your money. Look for
leaks on "spur of the moment"
buying. Income may be wasted
on poor choices. What changes
can and should you make?—
Barletta Wrather, Murray, Ky.
42071 753-1462.
+++,-+
Function and beauty can be
achieved in a small dining area
by adding a decorative shelf
along one or two walls. Glass,
polished wood, wrought iron or
marble will add interest in
themselves while a shelf that
blends with the wall will be lass
ntiticeable. Hangings, pictures,
dqcorative moldings, or other
vinll decorations fit naturally
oter a shelf to give a dining room
tipt personal touch that makes a
room distinctively you.—Mildred
POtts, La Center, Ky. 42056 6655,71
+++++
*hat vitamin helps to prevent
your gums from bledding—and to

heal your other wounds? It's
Vitamin C. It holds your body
cells and keeps your blood
vessles strong. Get your supply
from tomatoes, cantaloupes,
strawberries, raw cabbage,
turnip greens, and potatoes.
Federal
Griffin,
Maxine
Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031 6532231.
+++++
Be creative, nuae your own
patchwork garment out of
scraps. Use fabrics that blend
well in color and are relatively
equal weight. Fabric patches
should be made of fabric that
doesn't ravel easily and is not
excessively bulky. Decide what
shape you want patches to be and
make pattern out of heavy paper
the size of each finished patch
plus seam allowance of'
42 inch to
inch. Cut a number of pieces on
straight grain before starting to
stitch together. When patchwork
is large enough to accomodate
your pattern pieces, pen and cut
as with regular fabric—Dean
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
Ky. 42066 247-2334.

FOR PRESIDENT —Socialist
Workers Party candidate
for president is Miss Linda
Jeness (above) of Atlanta,
Ga. She is only 30 years
old, so she's ineligible, but
the party nominated her
at convention in Cleveland.

1-COAT
House Paint

SUPER
GRADE!

SALES
PRICE

$799

98
GALLON

exterior self-cleaning white
1-COAT GUARANTEED TO COVER
ANY COLOR WHEN APPLIED
AT THE RATE OF 450sq. ft.
. -lair GALLON
SATIffiCTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
28 E.1ain St

Phone 153-3361

Sees gals choo-in
as railroad execs
BALTIMORE (UPI) — If
they keep chug, chug, chuggin'
along, in time women will be
able to be workin' at all the
jobs in railroading.
Cyrus Eaton, chairman of
the board of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway, held out that
hope in a message to the
American Council of Railroad
Women (ACRW), meeting in
annual session in Baltimore.
"The test for them, as with

Men's Liberation
Movement Started
By Dr. Dichter

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
Men's Liberation Movement
has started. Men's Lib! That's
right. And women to a large
DEAR FLABBERGASTED: A celebration of love is
measure are responsible.
simply a ceremony and does not constitute a legal marriage.
The revolution, although still
not at the noisy stage of
marches and picketing and ...
DEAR ABBY: The other night my boy friend took me to
er, shorts burnings, definitely is
a nightclub to see one of our favorite entertainers.
here. No organization comparaUnfortunately we couldn't enjoy the show because of a loud
ble to, say, the Women's Lib
drunk in the audience who kept shouting and making a
now (which has some male
disturbance.
members) is behind the moveThe manager threatened to put him out if he didn't quiet
ment—yet. But when the men
down, but it didn't help much. Finally the entertainer told
saw what the activist women's
the louf drank to shut up. At that point my boy friend
groups were doing to arouse
becapth so exasperated be took a piece of ice out of his drink
public opinion, they caught on
threw it at the drunk, hitting him on the head.
fast.
I told my boy friend it was up to the management to
"The men began to think
handle the drunk, and even tho they didn't do a very good
about themselves. The men are
job of it, he had no right to take the matter into his own
saying, 'I want more freedomhands.
too,— says Dr. Ernest Dichter,
My boy friend said he paid to see a show, and if anyone
a pioneer in the study of
tried to deny him of that right, he was justified in handling
behavior and social mores.
the matter himself. Who is right?—HAVING WORDS
Dichter Heads Institue
DEAR RAVING: Yon are.
Dichter heads up the Institute
for Motivational Research, Inc.,
with headquarters at Croton-onDEAR ABBY: I've been a faithful Abby reader for years
Hudson, and offices in Zurich,
and have never known you to flub so miserably as when you
Munich, London, Barcelona and
answered, "Alone by the Phone."
Paris.
A trucker's wife said her husband always promised to
"Men have reason for comcall her at a set time. She didn't have a telephone, so she'd
plaint," said Dichter, "The
go to her neighbor's and wait for as long as three hours for
concept of the man as the
his call. If he didn't call that night she'd go back three and
dominant factor in family life
four nights a week!
has given way to that of
All you said was, "Most truckers are dependable. You
equality (with the woman) in
must have picked e lemon."
decision making, particularly
In my opinion, she's a bigger lemon than he is. The idea
since a high proportion of wives
of imposing on a neighbor for hours at a time, three and four
are also breadwinners.
nights aNfreek—waiting for a phone call! Where was your
"Male domains seem to be on
sympathy for the poor neighbor? And where were tier
tais
emommesie and
children all this time? Does she tate them to the neighbors
backyard sociability appear to
while she waits by the phone? Or does she leave them home
be
more acceptable than
to fend for themselves?
hunting and fishing trips and
I'd have said, "Get yourself a telephone — And use those
the neighborhood tavern."
long evenings sewing, or baking cookies or putting up
In a way, he said, man has
pickles. And for goodness' sake, give your long suffering
brought all this on himself—
neighbor a break!—KATIE IN ORLANDO
"Not enough self-assurance, a
certain degree of momism...the
DEAR KATIE: You sound more like Ma Bell. You're
fear if he gives woman equality
right. I should have told her to get her own telephone. But I
he will give up his own
still say she picked a lemon.
superority."
What's your problem' Yesli feel better if you get it Of
Preservation of the "symyear chest. Write to ABBY. Bei MM. Las Angeles. Cal.
bols" of virility has been one of
Nell. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
man's big hangups, Dichter
envelope.
continued.
Liberation Slow
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agess West to
Women's Lib started the men
"send ill to Abby. Bea Mee, Les Angeles, Cal. NM.
asking "What about us?", said
Dichter. The man asks, "Why
Women and their families of the am I always the one to pay the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church alimony? Why should I be the
will be held at the City Park at sole provider? She (the wife)
can work, why doesn't she?"
seven p.m.
The man is saying, "I want
Tuesday, August 17
more freedom too."
Dichter sees a lot of the
Russell's Chapel United
liberation slow in arriving—the
Methodist Church WSCS will
woman paying alimony for
have its regular meeting at the
instance—for some things are
home of Mrs. Tax Hopson at 1:30
deeply entrenched in our
p.m. with Mrs. Betty Lowey
thinking.
District President of the WSCS as
But one day, he said, there
guest speaker.
might be "AilrOLs from marriage...not a bad idea, either.
The Baptist Young Women of
Might cut down on the number
the Sinking Spring Bapt
of divorces."
potlik
Church will have a
supper at the home of Mrs. Larry
Bogard at seven p.m.

You don't haws fo pay $7.99
• old. for fho bast
gr•do I COAT
PAINT

MFG, SUGGESTED PRICE

DEAR ABBY: First let me say some of my best friends
are homosexuals, so I have nothing against them, but how
about this? I received an engraved invitation, in the mail
inviting me to a wedding between two such people. It read:
"You are cordially invited to a celebration of love of
[name withheld] and [name withheld] on Sunday,the twentyfirst of August at two o'clock, Metropolitan Community
Church, 625 Polk Street, San Francisco, California"
Abby, when did they pass a law making marriage
between two people of the same sex legal?
—FLABBERGASTED

Green Pea Soup Plus
Toasted Cheese Sandwiches
Beverage
Apples or Pears

Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Ruth
Weston at two p.m.

GREEN PEA SOUP PLUS

The WSCS of the Russells
Chapel United Methodist Church
will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will hold
its regular meeting at seven p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
The Baptist Women of the
First Baptist Church will meet at
the church at nine a.m.

Thursday, August 19
A barbecue for the Baptist

men, will be ablity and
with
along
experience,
complete dedication to the
success of their railroads and
the willingness to forget
personal considerations," the
87-year old multi-millionaire
and acknowledged independent
thinker said.
The ACRW is composed of
a relatively small group of
women employed by railroads
as corporate officers or in
management, professimud or
high level supervisory position& Betty Rpyon, staff
assistant to Eaton, is first vice
president of ACRW. She is the
one who asked Eaton for
advice in carrying out council
policy to plan for better use of
woman power in railroading.
"Among the fields in which
aspiring women should begin
the upward climb into executive and management positions, in my opinion," Eaton
said, "are computer services,
public relations, efficiency,
technical and scientific research, and the application of
such research to the mechanical and physical side of
railroading.
"These are the categories
that ought to be particularly
attractive to women with the
required training while, at the
same time, women's special
proficiency in them should be
readily recognized by men as
beneficial."
Eaton said that during his
early days with public utilities
he saw a woman become
president of a "great gas
company in the East" and
another a "vice president of a
large electric power company
in the Midwest."
Traditionally, railroad management, operations and corporate positions — in fact most
jobs above the clerical level —
have been held by men, says
the ACRW.
"Mr. Eaton, in advocating
an attitude calling for the
training and promotion of
women into executive and
management positions, is suggesting an untapped resource
for new executive talent which
can be developed for the
basefit of the railroad industry," said ACKWN President, Margaret Holden.
Miss Holden is assistant
director, accounting systems,
of Burlington Northern Inc. in
St. Paul, Minn.

dictated to—"I can tell you that
By GAY PAULEY
after many years of married
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)—That
life—I have yet to win an
midiskirt of last fall and winter
argument by being dogmatic—
turned the woman off. And
women just aren't built that
because the woman didn't turn
way and they were that way
on to the mid-calf length, this
long before Women's Lib."
winter's
coming
fall
and
Industry Creates Desire
fashions take new directions
"All the fashion industry
including higher and more
really is, is creating the desire
stabilized hemlines.
to buy," said Monte-Sano. "The
Vincent Monte-Sano, spokeswoman must say, 'I must have
man for a large segment of the
this ... it is flattering.' This is
New York ready-to-wear induswhat clothes must be.
try, said candidly that "we
"I think at the present time
(manufacturers) confused the
fashion has established two
woman with so many lengths
definite movements," he said.
She didn't know where to go.
"Going in opposite directions,
She didn't buy."
yet paradoxical as it sounds,
"As you know," he continued,
both overlapping. One direction
"the midi didn't die a slow
is for the young and the fashion
horrible death, but rather a
far-out.
quick merciful one."
-The other direction of
But Monte-Sano thinks that
fashion is expressed by the'sonow the industry "has rounded
phisticate,' the woman who's
the corner. I find the present
already gone the 1940s route
clothes wearable, attractive and
and has only to go to her attic
flattering to most women. I
to prove it."
think we are creating the desire
"She doesn't have to prove
to buy for the sake of clothes
anything now," said Montethemselves and not because
Sano. "She doesn't have to
somebody is saying that you
experiment with anything but
HAVE to buy them to look
her own good taste or good
right."
looks,"
Council President
Monte-Sano, a veteran of the
business of manufacturing highstyle clothes for women, is
president of the New York
Couture Business Council, a
A baby shower was held
group p( manufacturers-designers showing their latest collec- recently in the home of Mrs. Rob
tions this week to nearly 200 Walston, Sr. for Mrs. Rob
visiting reporters, Represented Walston, Jr., the former Monika
are
newspapers, television, Mach from Giessen, Germany.
Hostesses were Mrs. Larry
radio and magazines.
His remarks on the state of Cunningham, Mrs. Dennis
the industry were made Mon- Kauffman, and Mrs. Virgil
day morning in a welcoming Walston.
The table was decorated in
talk to the group and in an
interview with me prior to the yellow and refreshments were
start of the couture council's served. Forty-seven persons
were either present or sent gifts.
57th "National Press Week."
Monte-S,ano recalled that six
months ago, in a talk to the
same group, he was critical of
Seventh Avenue heart of the
garment center) for "looking
Although suede is bigger
backward instead of forward."
than ever on the fashion
He was critical then also of
scene, cleaning those boots,
Women's Wear Daily, the trade sandals and pocketbooks is
publication, for "leading design- still somewhat df a probers, retailers and public down lem.
thorough
Between
the primrose path to the midi." cleanings with special
He's still critical of the suede cleaners, there's a
puhlication Ior 'trying W lead way to remove armee curt
Seventh Avenue rather than Bon a pet et water, put the
Item above the pot so the
report Seventh Avenue"
But the customers has the steam can reach it, then
final say, as the industry well brush the suede in one
found out, Monte-Sano conti- direction. This method
get rid of the loose
nued. Women will not be helps
strface dirt.

Mrs. Rob Walston,
Jr. Is Honored
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Suede touch-up

34
reassuring words
about used cars
from your
Volkswagen dealer.

ILIELA•Olre
•

COI

HERE'S A LOOK at
testants andeqathr
knives, guns, rocks

So tho'
of

The Bride
Cooks Supper

The WSCS of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at two p.m. at
the church.

Wednesday, August 18
The
Calloway
County
Homemakers will have their
Officer Training meeting at 9:30
in the education building at the
First Methodist Church. A
potluck supper will be held.

Women's Organization Claims Victory In
Fight For Freedom In Women's Fashions
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SHE'S 21 NOW
Bi itain's
Princess Anne wears an informal evening dress in
green and white floral
viole forher 21st birthday_
photo Aug. 15. The standup
neckline is smocked end
edged with narrow frill.
Tops of sleeves and wrists
irei smocked similarly.

An elegant way to treat sour
from the pantry shelf.
I can (1114 ounces) condensed
green pea soup
1,4 cup commercial sour
cream
% teaspoon curry powder
% cup flaked cooked crab
Toasted slivered almonds or
flaked coconut
In a 1-quart saucepan stir together the soup, sour cream and
curry powder. Gradually stir in
soup can of water. Add crab.
Heat, stirring occasionally. Top
individual servings of soup with
almonds. Makes 2 to 3 servings.
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Looking ahead
HOLI.Y WOOD (UP1.
MGM announced its Christmas
release this year will be "The
Roy Friend" starring toothpiek-thin English, model
'Tw iggy .

city

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
$00
Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M

Please send me,'w
requirements
I On: fJ 61 years of
A college itu
I am A Blue Cross
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Lighthouses

They Still Shine Brightly

By MIKE REMAS
Central Press Association
Correspondent
BOSTON -- America's lighthouses, the traffic signs of the
sea, are still beaming brightly,
many of them resisting more
modern and technological aids
to navigation.
The Coast Guard has some
46,000 aids to mariners around
the world, but the most familiar to sea-going men remains
the lighthouse, of which several
thousand still exist.
Oldest of these is Boston
Light, built
in 1716
and still in operation on the
Massachusetts coast.
It was in 1789 that the Congress took control of the previously private-run lighthouses.
It set up a Lighthouse Board in
1852, a Lighthouse Service in
1910, and in 1939 transferred
the duty from the Department
of Commerce to the Coast
Guard.
The importance of lighthouses
lies in the fact that they mark
obstructions a n d prominent
points of land, as well as channels, and point to safety fur
both huge ocean liners and tiny
outboards.
• • •
MANY OF their lights can be
seen for long distances, although the power of the light
itself is not always the determining factor of this. For example, Charleston Light in South
Carolina is the most powerful
in the Western Hemisphere, as
its 28 million candlepower beam
can be spotted 19 miles out at
sea.
However, Makapuu Point
Light in Hawaii can be seen 28
miles away, but has a candlepower rating of only 115,000.

will make them obsolete. In
their case, automation has taken over many, so that remotecontrolled stations now serve
the sea lanes with lights, fog
signals, and radio beacons. The
Coast Guard reports that only
167 lighthouses are fully staffed
today, with this total diminishing each year.
Of other navigational aids,
the largest number are buoys.
The -road signs" of the ocean.
they come in all shapes and
sizes, standing as high as 32
feet and weighing up to 12 tons.
They keep ships and their men
safe by marking channels, obstructions, and danger spots.
• • •
OVER the course of a year,
the Coast Guard answers about
50,000 assistance calls, aids
some 125,000 persons, an d
saves about 3,500 lives in addition to numerous ships, airplanes, and their cargoes.
Perhaps the least known but
an important aid of the Coast
Guard is loran (long-range aid
to navigation), of which there
are 71 stations around the
world. Developed in World War
II, loran utilizes a receiver by
which ship and plane navigators
receive signals from loran stations or their secondary stations to plot positions with
great accuracy.
Also dimming the future of
lighthouses is harbor advisory
radar, now being tested by the
Coast Guard in San Francisco
to curtail ship collisions. In thtis
system, ships are identified via
radio and their positions are
charted by radar operators who
keep them informed of their
progress, traffic patterns, and
danger areas.

Giant Sea
Turtles
Thriving
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HIGHWAY SAFETY
By ARTHUR GODFREY
National Chairman of The Highway Safety Foundation
COMMUNICATIONS gap we very seldom hear
11 about is the one between the road sign and the
motorist.
Here's a tragic example from the files of our organization.
On one of the first warm Spring days
of the year, three teenage boys had the
top down on the convertible as they
moved along the country road. They
were not exceeding the 60 mile per hour
speed limit as, they approached the
curve in the road. A road sign told the
19-year-old driver "curve ahead." The
driver saw the sign and moved into the
curve without decreasing his speed.
Midway through the curve he lost control of the convertible and hit the
vehicle left the
Arthur Godfrey brakes. Too late. The
road, skidded back and slammed headon into a guardrail over a small creek.
Two of the youngsters in the front seat were seriously
injured. The third was pronounced dead at the scene.
Indeed, there had been a curve ahead as the sign advised. But how much of a curve? There was no sign saying reduce speed or indicating an advisory speed. Since
there wasn't, the 60 mph limit was still in effect.
You might contend that the boy should have reduced
his speed when he spotted the "curve ahead" sign. And
he should have. By definition, however, a road sign
should convey vital information to a driver about conditions which are unique to .a. particular location or at a
particular time. In the case of these teenagers, the most
vital information about the curve was not presented. In
this case, the lack of complete communication between
a road sign and a motorist cost a teenage boy his life.
Our researchers ran a series of tests on the curve during their investigation of the accident. They determined
that the "curve ahead" could not have been safely negotiated without a 20 to 25 mph speed reduction from
the posted 60 mph speed limit for the roadf
Have you ever passed a "slow" sign and wondered
"how slow is slow?" How about a "slippery when wet"
sign? Wouldn't it be more helpful if the signs advised
you how fast you could safely go? How about a "school
bus stop ahead" sign? Wouldn't you like to know if it's
100 feet or 500 feet ahead? Ever notice signs warning
"bridge freezes before pavement" posted at the entrance
toahe bridge? By the time you see them you're too close
.to the bridge to take adequate precautions. How about
the street signs in your city? When looking for a
strange street, do you almost have to come to a halt to
read the street sign? Rear - end collisions, caused by
drivers who stop suddenly to check a street sign, number in the thousands each year.
The lack of uniformity in road signs among the various states also contributes greatly to the communications gap between road signs and motorists. This dangerous "gap",is just one of many traffic safety problems we are trying to solve.
Distributed his Central Press

By JOSEPH MAZANDI
TEHRAN (UPI)—Giant sea
turtles, whose existence is
threatened in many parts of the
world, are thriving in the
Persian Gulf—thriving and continuing to puzzle research
biologists.
Marine biologists from Iran's
Game and Fish Department
recently conducted a turtle
survey in the gulf and found
that the three species living
there are considerably better
off than their cousins in other
waters. They are believed to
have inhabited the gulf for 175
million years.
Beingarine reptiles, the turtles head for the sea as soon SS
they are born and never return
:o land, except for brief visits
by the females who come
ashore every three years to lay
their eggs. For reasons unknown to man, the females
always return to tne beach
where they were born.
Mating takes place in the sea
Boston Light
leer the shore where the eggs
It dotes back to 1716
will be laid. When the call
ximes, the female waits for the
The determining factor is the
height each light stands above
cover of night before coming
the ocean. That at Hawaii is
Into the sand. After inching her
420 feet above water, while
way beyond the high-tide mark,
90-STORY DROP—The drop of Mrs, Lorraine Kowalski
Charleston's stands only 113
she seeks a suitable spot and
feet above.
(inset) from the 90th story of the John Hancock Buildbegins to dig. Digging is done
Like most everything else,
ing in Chicago is diagrammed here. Mrs. Kowalski, 29, a
with all four flippers scattering
however, lighthouses are fightwidow, was nude. She was visiting an apartment occusand in every direction, and a
ing to resist technology that
pied by Marshall Berlin, 45, vice president of I. S. Berstrenuous half hour's work
lin Press, a lithograph firm. The building is the world's
produces a hole just large
tallest apartment-office building.
enough to accommodate her 80
ADULTS 116
to
100
eggs.
NURSERY 10
After they are laid, the
AUGUST 12, 1971
female meticulously covers the
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Wanda Carolyn Scott and eggs with sand and returns to
baby girl, 625 Broad Extended, the sea. She may visit the
beach two or three times in the
Murray, Ky..
next few weeks to smooth out
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Albie Nella Tutt, 505 the sand and ensure that the
Chestnut, Murray, Ky., Mn. next is safe. But after that, her
Vivian Frances Sliger, 510 South maternal instinct is apparently
6th Street, Murray, Ky., Mr. satisfied and she swims away
Walter Edmond Collie, 1014 —to where, nobody knows.
Payne, Murray,Ky., Mrs. Phyllis If the eggs survive the 40 to
Lindsey Spann and baby boy, 106 60-day incubation period, the
North 10th St., Murray, Ky., Mrs. newly hatched turtles crawl
APOLLO 16 astronauts are (from left) John W. Young,
Barbara Ann Howard and baby laboriously through the hot
mission chief; Thomas K. Mattingly II. who was Comsand
to
the
sea.
Out
of
each
BO
mand Module pilot for the Apollo 13 lunar landing;
/
2 South 16th Street,
girl, 4061
to
100
eggs
laid, only about two Charles M. Duke Jr. Apollo 16 is
Murray, Ky., Mr. Maurice
scheduled to he
Everett Humphrey, Route 4, can expect to live to maturity.,
launched an St. Patrick's Day, March 17, 1972.
Murray, Ky., Master James The turtlets fall prey to a host
Michael Dick, Route 3, Benton, of enemies such as dogs, foxes,
Ky., Mrs. Mary Frances Parker, birds, fish and man.
Box 382, Murray,Ky., Mr. Robert Five major species of marine
Perry Hornsby, 813 Olive, turtle exist in the world's
Murray, Ky., Mrs. Get-tie Tutt, tropical and sub-tropical seas —
Route 8, Murray, Ky., Mrs. Eva leatherback,green, hawksbill,
THANK YOU! That is what these money
Pearl Hilt, Route 6, Murray, Ky.., loggerhead and Ridley —but
coupons are meant to say. We apsaving
anly
the
first
three
are
found
in
Mrs. Docia Lee White, 913 Story
preciate your business.. And remember
Avenue, Murray, Ky., Mr. the Persians Gulf. Largest of
HERE'S A LOOK at Northern Ireland, where the ProBoone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality
William Henry Ctiildres, Route 1, 311 is the leatherback, which
testants andeqatholics are fighting each other with
Dexter,
Ky., Miss Mary Shipley may weigh more than 1,500
knives, guns, rocks, and whatever else they can find.
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
(Expired), Puryear Nursing pounds full grown and attain a
remain the same... Nothing changed but the
length exceeding six feet.
Vome, Puryear, Tenn.
price!
By far the best known species
is the green turtle, an animal
limit on
. NO
prized among gourmets. It
what you bring
On each coupon
often reaches a weight of 440
pounds.
The
more
valuable
Little is known about the
coupons
you use
turtles. Their mating and
the
more
you
nesting behavior has been
save
Reg. '1.60
studied, but what they do
.
Take
the
Each
otherwise remains a mystery.
99c
Coupons to any
Convenient
Bring any number. You must present this
Tagging has provided a clue to
• Boone Cleatier
their movements and has
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
locations
Boone's Cleaners.
revealed that females breed
Coupon Good Thru August 31, 1971
every three or four years
OF QUALITY HEALTH CARE PROTECTION
.TTT
rather than annually. Migrations extending thousancis of
DESIGNED.. . ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
On
miles between feeding and
••••."?'''•
So that you may pursue your college education without fear
your
Dr%
breeding
grounds are common.
of serious financial loss due to sickness or accident.
The turtle's greatest unsolved
Cleaning During
'
0 BENEFITS IN BRIEF'
mystery is its navigational
4
"
Boone Cleaners
ability. Does it have a sort of
BLUE CROSS" (70 DAY) COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
A pprecia tion
for hospital care with $25 doily room allowance
built-in radar to guide it back
Sale
Other COVERED hospital services PAID IN FULL
to the beach where it was
AND
born? How can a primitive
Men's or Ladies'
BLUE SHIELD°. (S405)SURGICAL-MEDICAL PLAN —
reptile, swimming dfith its head
for physicians care
barely above the water, unerPLUS — X-RAY and ANESTHESIA allowances
Bring an number. You must present this
ringly navigate across the
AND IN•HOSPITAL MEDICAL allowances
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
trackless ocean to the only land
(Injuries resulting from intercollegiate athletics and college infirmary care —NOT COVERED)
Boone's cleaners.
it has ever known? It is a feat
Coupon Good Thru August 31, 1971
that continues to puzzle man.
-6" SPECIAL FEATURES 0.
• Year 'round COMPREHENSIVE protection — single or family
STATE DEPT. 'LIBERATED'
• Semi-Annual billing at your home
WASHINGTON
(UP11—The
• Special rotes available ONLY to full-time UNDERGRADUATES
State Department has told all
• NO enrollment fee or medical examination required
U.S. diplomatic and consular
• Protection may be continued after graduation
offices that women will no
WHO IS ELIGIBLE? All full-time undergraduate students offending on accredited
longer be barred from recruituniversity or colleg•. (Normally students over age 19 are not rov•ried by their
ment or retention in overseas
parents' Blurt Cross and Blue Shield Family Mon.;
5.
posts because of marriage, past
or present Until now women
KENTUCKY
Coupons
All
were not accepted for employthru
Good
and
ment in the foreign service or
August list At
KENTUCKY
All
Boone's
PHYSICIANS
CROSS
MUTUAL, INC
HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
equivalent branches of the U.S.
BLUE
Bring any number You must present this
Cleaners Stores
Information Agency or the
3101 Bardstown Road • Louisville, Ky 40205•(502) 452 1511
--von when you bring your cleaning it,
C'11.t.•••1 Assw..1.•• el Sly. Mod Plans
Agency for International DeveNi
I. Att.. ii S.
•
Boone's Cleaners.
lopment if they were married
Coupon Good Thru August 31, 1971
or had dependents
BLUE CROSS 0 ,-.(1 BLUE SHIELD
GROUP MANS MAY II CORMID 15151
OTIIPROOFINC -

Hospital Report

••••••••
•••••••••
••••••••••
•••••••
••••••
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.
.
*

•••••••
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11.0010.•
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All Coupons Good Thru
August 31, 1971

BOONE'S

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

BOONE'S

: •_19] 1401

MEN'S SUITS

PLAIN DRESSES
(PANT SUITS

A
COLLEGE
STUDENT PROGRAM

SAVE

BOONE'S

SLACKS

Clip
These
Inflation
Fighter
Coupons

BLUE SHIELD!'

BLUE CROSS

3I0I

Bordstewn

Rood

lou.syglle

Ky

40105

TRIM

MURL

ADDRESS

NAME _

ADDRESS

COMPANY
•

CITY
Please Send

me

without

STATE

ZIP

obligation, information on health core benefits and eligibility

requoements
El 65 years of age or over
61 years of age or under.
I am.
0 Interested in forming a group.
E] A college student.
I am 4, Blue Cross and Blue Shield member, certificate t'
E Awning 11. E, Getting married. D Interested in upgrading benefits, under

age

65

A windowsharle with a ribied texture has a vinyl coaling
that makes it durable, w
Ind gives a special fade and
name resistaner.-The shad... in
,-ottiin, comes in vivid ...dors
like goldenrod and Pompeii red
ill tie in with rosins ileesir fir
11%, available in white
II
liii .,
(Hrenernan,
sycamore
St.,
Ohio).

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru August 31, 1971

••

DRAPERIES
Anyo
55c 200/0 Off Regular

Th BOON ES

BLANKETS
99c

All S 011 MORI IMPIOMIS

HOME

INCLUDED)
$109

rde
Price
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Chtsners.
Coupon flood Thru August 31,1971

NE'

••

SHIRTS LAUNDERED

4F0r 99c

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners,
Coupon Good Thru August 31 1971

ON Ill.:101:ST

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

Available At All
_Boone's' Cleaners,
5 Convenient Locations

41

•44".•
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Besides Rock Sound and other
southern resorts, Eleuthera's vainclude
pleasures
cationing
French Leave, at Governor's
city.
capital
the
Harbor,
The Arawak, named after one
of its native Indians, has a carefree atmosphere with guests reportedly given free scuba les-

How to Fight Forest Fires Now Taught Eleuthera—Bahama's Old-New Tourist Spot
Without Students Risking Any Hazards
tretaimiaielitig
By SANIFORD MARKEY
Written Especially for Ceram!

By JAMES NEVIN MILLER
Central Press A.ssuchitioa
Correspoadtrit
From now
WASHINGTON
on the tough task of teaching
embroyo fire fighters how to
quench forest blazes will cease
to be dangerous.
A new d.2..vice called a flrecantrol simulator has been developed by the/ U.S Forest
Service and will 400n be in regular use on all national forests.
Previously, professional "smokeeaters" have had to gam too
much of their training under
hazardous conditions of fire and
heat.
Henceforth they will learn,
under -fully controlled conditions
cf blaze, wind and temperature,
just how to snuff out and control all kinds of fires, large and
small. Literally they will be
able to follow their new careers in the nation's rich timberlands in much the same way
as airplane pilots learn instrument flying—an the ground.
These trainsiss are biting taught, thanks to new "forest
By means of three projectors,
fin, simulator," how to fight a forest fire without
a movie screen and two tape
risk to themselves or even working up a sweati
recorders the simulator reprochices the atmosphere of a real standard communications equip- checked, according to the acpost. ment, which allows them to tions taken by the fire boss
command
tire-fighting
Trainees playing the roles of a simulate contact with other lo- trainee and his staff.
Housed in a circular enclosfire boss and his arew, watch cations by ground to air radio,
the progress of the blaze and ground to ground radio, and ure of wood paneling, with a
canvas top, the simulator is
direct action for its control, telephone.
Meantime, in a separate primarily intended for use incalling out men and equipment
booth a training staff is on side a large building, but it can
as the situation demands.
• • •
hand, consisting of an umpire, be used out-of-doors. Within an
MEMBERS of the training an audio-visual operator and a hour the device can be assemstaff then project onto the man who simulates the various bled or dissembled, and it fits
screen what they believe would toles of weather bureau, aerial onto a specially designed autohappen as the direct result of support, police department and mobile trailer.
The panels, specially built
the orders. They also flash onto other agencies and the trainthe screen the behavior of the ees must call upon.
and reversible, are flame and
•
•
•
water-resistant. One of the novtire as the wind and weather
change, or as the flames reach
THE AUDIO-VISUAL opera- el features of the simulator is
different kinds of trees and ter- tor starts off the training exer- that it enables the operator of
rain.
cise by projecting onto the the projector to modify a scene
Twelve trainees can use the screen an aerial view of a for- so he can preview any action
device at one time for an ac- est, with a blaze in progress. or situation in the training
tual training exercise. They are The umpire informs the trainees program.
seated at four tables facing the of weather conditions and the
Not only is the device being
large screen. One man at a types of trees and other com- used to train embryo fire fighttime is serving as a temporary bustibles in the path of the ers. It also has proved valuable
fire boss while the remaining fire, and then feeds in compli- for teaching experienced fire
eleven trainees make up his cating factors from time to bosses a number of Improved
staff, and assume his "boss" time.
ways to handle complex probduties from time to time.
As the training exercise pro- lems encountered in fighting
Available to the trainees la gresses, the fire grows or is large-scale blazes.

Press and This Newspaper
ELEUTHERA, a speck of
land five miles at its widest
along its 100 miles of length on
the eastern rim of the Bahamas,
may become the "wholesome"
isle of tourism in the 1970s.
Oldest continuously inhabited
island in the Bahamian chain,
Eleuthera brings into the jet
parade a proud history and a
careful eye toward tourist development.
Its population of 10.000 includes the descendants of the
Puritans who settled the island
in 1848, calling it Eleuthera, the
Greek word for "Freedom."
Today's tourist finds a new
kind of freedom, particularly if
he stops at two of the three
principal resorts of South Eleuthree Properties. Besides excellent belies at Beach Cottages,
there is a wholesome way of
rest at Rock Sound Club with
no radios, telephones or television to distract the vacationeer. The properties' third unit,
Cotton Club Bay, has one of the
most elegant golf courses in the
island Omits,
ALL THREE units are under
the watchful eye of Frank Gross
with Rock Sound and Beach
'Cottages registering an 80 per
business from
repeat
cent
Americans who favor the relaxed atmosphere.
Rock Sound once belonged to
Arthur Vining Davis, founder
of Alcoa, who sold his vast
southern island interests to a
group of investors headed by
Juan Trippe, former president
of Pan American Airways which
services the nearby airport with
two daily flights, one to Nassau
and one to New York.
The island's population also

• • •

A foursome tries golfing $kill at Cotton Bay Club,
touched on the island in 1513
and found the Lucayan Indians
with their hammocks, an innohe reportedly introvation
Europe and aboard
to
duced
the British flag.
thus establishing a
It was the Spanish explorer, his ships,
new way of life for sailors.
Ponce de Leon, who first
includes many descendants of
American loyalists forced to
flee after the revolution when
they sought new homes under

SLACKS

189cP

-

WEEK LONG

SHIRT SPECIAL

For $100

•

JP:

lit Stop East
tad " 1215 E.
3rd " 1221 Do
4th"15N Gies
Sth"l311Kh
8th" lSCIa
7th " 15111 Bei
8th "Glenda'
9th "Corner 44
leth " 1512 th
11th" Corner
12th " 1517 C1
13th" Corner
14th" 1317 S.
15th "S. lith

In Murray

,

‘?"ri
* Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed. — August 16, 17, 18 *
— BLUE HORSE —

BINDER STARTER SET
• Blue Cloth Covered Notebook
• 36 Sheets of Filler
• Tabs

PENCILS
18 No. 2 pencils
in exciting fruit colors.

— HEAVY DUTY —

Reg. '1.89

CLIP- BOAR

e..obas

43

Relit 67'

56;
00

$ 1 28

MONDAY NIGHT
5 to 8 p.m.
MAN-SIZE

Reg.

57.

DUO-TANG

REPORT FOLDERS

SPAGHETTI
DINNER

Assorted Colors

Reg.

99;

43

7

151

I 114

TUESDAY NIGHT
5 to 8 p.m.

.111

('
E
661

Reg. 25

6

COLLETTE
FOOTBALL

.,41%-45•14•11

Reg. 77'

e

WNW,

RULERS
7(p Ea.

99'

Package of 4 Cod Bound

4,41=4/0N,

PLASTIC

Choice of 2 Veg.
Hot Rolls
Coffee or Tea

COMPOSITION
BOOKS

—gter---.

1.0•••••••

FRIED CHICKEN

Heavy cardboard
Assorted covers
Ideal for crayons,
scissors, paste

14th " 17th at

St

FILLER PAPERI:\

SCHOOL
BOXES

• 110i 1"11111111 at

Luncheonette
* Specials *

300
SHEETS
..••••••j.

1st Stop 11th
tad " lith at
3rd " 11th at
4th "18th at 1
5th " 1108 Ma
"Main &
7th" 176 at Pat
8th " 17th at 1
" 17th iii
leth " 171h at
11th" 1127 Hs
"1I Co

2
/
2x111
/
81

DRYCLEANING SPECIALS

Plain
Dresses

under any restiction.

OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M
MON.-SAT.
1 TO 6 P.M. SUN

DRIVE-UP WINDOW

TROUSERS

n.

CTOSES
4

+AGE SEVEN

AT the northern tip is the
Current Club, while St. George's
It all adds up to a sense of
Cay has Spanish Wells, unique peaceful living, a distant crje'..;
among towns with residents when Eleuthera, for Americans; .
who are descendants from orig- meant an off-coast hideout amt.:.
inal Eleutherian adventurers base for rum-runners of the pro'•
and American loyalists. The hibition era.
men are described as the best
)-1!
spongers and seamen in the Ba- WOMAN'S VIET PROTEST
TRAVIS AFB, Calif.
hamas although they have also
picked up the knack of throw- A 20-year-old woman Air Force-;,,
ing bottles and beer cans aiong sergeant who refused to go to
the wharves and docks. Among the Philippines as a protest
the hosteleries in Spanish Wells against the Vietnam war was .i
are The Lloyds, Robert's Har- charged Wednesday with intenbour Club, and St. George's Ho- tionally disobeying orders.
tel.
Sgt. Norma L. Welshans, a
• • •
radiology specialist from LinLATEST to move into the
Eluethera area is GAC Corpo- den, Mich., was accused of
ration with a $30 million pro- refu.sins, to board a plane for
18-hole the Philippines on July
including an
gram
No
championship golf course. GAC, date was set for her court::;
(
owners of Cape Coral, Fla., as martial and she was not placed.'
S./
well as developments in Ali-

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

Ocean May
Help Solve
Shortages

By JOSEPH L MYLER
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Cold
water from the deep ocean may
4
well help mankind solve some
of its food and power problems.
Scientists already have established that nutrients concentrated in these waters can be
used artificially to create highly
efficient seaside "gardens" in
;which to grow shellfish for
food.
According to the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), this previously untapped resource may
also be exploited for air
conditioning purposes and for
generation of electrical power
It has long been known that
microscopic plant life and other
..•
BEFORE AND AFTER PRIZEWINNER—This is Richard J. Russell's did-it- ,
nutrients are more highly
all-himself home purchased (left) and remodeled into a prize-winning chalet
concentrated in cold deep water
(right) over a period of several years (money not plentiful). Now it ii.ane of
than in the tepid surface
three sharing the American Institute of Architects national "Homes forilletter.
regions.
Living" modernization award. Russell spotted it from a National Guard heliBonanzas Created
and acquired it for 813,000, moistly borrowed. Architect William D. KosNatural upwelling of these
ter
the chalet and Russell latched onto friends—carpenters, contractors—
e
nourishment-rich waters, where
for help during the job. The chalet is in Cleveland.
ocean currents happen to be
right for the purpose, has
created surface seafood bonanzas here and there around the
Open Daily
globe.
But where upwelling does not
from 7 am-6 pm
occur naturally, the ocean's
deep store of nutrients remains
unused, and the waters above
them are Marine deserts.
CENTER
CENTRAL SHOPPING
Scientists of the LamontDoherty Geological observatory
of Columbia University wondered if artificial upwelling
might not be used in such cases
'I ovned and (Iperat,qi h Begle% Drug (
to stir up these nutrients and
put them to work. NOAA
provided financial support. Results to date:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Aug. IS. 17, & 18th
—Installation of a mile-long,
three-inch pipe through which
water wits pumped from a
1 PIECE
depth of 2,700 feet off St. Croix,
Virgin Islands.
—Creation of two 12,000gallon ponds in which microscopic plants were cultured with
nutrients from the depths.
—Culture of 250,000 clams
and oysters feeding in these
ponds on the plants thus
nourished.
Big News
The big news from NOAA is
that the plants used more than
90 per cent of the nutrients
pumped to them through the
Each
pipeline, and the shell fish used
more than 90 per cent of the
tiny plants thus made available
Each
to them.
This pt-oved that the system
is "highly efficient" and worth
exploring further. NOAA has
granted the project an additional $336,000.
The water temperature ranLaundered To Perfection
ges from 41 degrees at the
on hangers with any
bottom of the pipeline to 75
dryeleaaing order.
84 degrees at the top. This
difference theoretically could be
for air conditioning and
power production.
Under the new grant, the
FOLDED
project will look into the st.
possibilities.

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

sons.

„
zona, has taken over
acres in a joint venture w
Trippe's group at the Powe
••-'
Point section of the island.
Along with its climate, Eleti..1:„
there has scenic beauty, par..;
ticularly at "Glass Window.'
a natural rock arch with one',
side facing the Atlantic Oceag4
with its swirling dashing waters; on the other, the pale..::z
green, quiet shoal waters of
.•••
sound.

I.•

Regutation Size $299

TUSSY

PHOTO FRAME
ASSORTMENT

LEGAL
PADS
2
/
2x141
/
81

Reg. 29'

All the popular sizes.

7 oz Size

Features non-glare glass.

Reg. '1.50

231 $14

ETch

S.

SPRAY
DEODORANT

46

—11
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MURRAY CITY
SCHOOL BUS ROUTES
Elementary
School Bus Routes
lit Stop East Dogwood Drhe M Mims&
2nd" 1215 E. Dogwood—flonlheint Corner by Crestwood
3rd" 1229 Dogwood Dr.--Jest before Glendale Rd.
4th" 1588 Glendale 114.—Ken Winters Dogwood & Kirkwood
Sth " 1300 Kirkwood—At Peggy Am Dr.
0th" 15011 Clayshire—Mike Rose hare
7th" 1509 Belmoste—James Hamilton house
itth " Glendale Rd.—At Partlane
9th "Corner of Wisewell Rd.& 11th St—Stop on curve then turn left
11th" 1512 Oxford Dr.
Ilth "Corner of °Mord & Chaucer—Just after turning
126"1507 Chaucer
13th"Corner of Canterbury & Oxford
14th " 1317 S. lith at Behnoute
15th "S. lab ht Glendale Rd.

Middle School Bus Route
lit Stop lith at Sunset
2nd " leth at Loch Lomand
3rd " 10th at Laced
4th " Nth at Poplar
5th" ION Main St.
"Main & Wifilami
7th" 17th at Main—lit house on right on 17th
8th" 17th at Farmer
9th " 17th at Miller
ISM " 17th at Olive
Uth"1427 Hamilton
-"Mk"1813 College Terrace
• Ise tlairm at canowoy
14th"17th at Ryan

15th" 17th at College Farm Rd.
10th" 881 N. Mit
17th" Mb at Dedull
11th "923 N. 18th
19th "Cahtwater Rd. at Dodson
20th "5 point intersection
21th "$0 Waldrop Dr.
221h " Veinal:Be at Nth
23th "101 N. Illth
24th" NM at Calloway
25th " lith at Miller
Proceed to Middle School via Main, unload on Main St.

Lit Stop 802 Minerva
2nd "Magnolia at Minerva—At stop sign
3rd" 1795 Magnolia
4th "1120 Magnolia—Brown house on right
5th"Keenland & Magnolia—Where Magnolia turns to llith
"104 S. nth
7th "i0111 Khirwood
8th" 1829 Catalina
9th "Parklane & Melrose
10th "1210 Melrose
llth "IRS Belmonte
12th " 1515 Glendale
13th "Kirkwood & Meadow Lane (corner)
14th " Meadow Lane at Dudley
15th " 907 Meadow Lane
" 798 Meadow Lame—Just before Aima•
170" Meadow Lane at Mary

Proceed to Middle School via Sycamore,
12th then Main. Unloed is Sloth St.

Middle
School Bus Routes
lit Step East Dogwood Drive at Mimosa
2nd" 1215 E. Dogwood—Southeast Career by Crestwood
3rd" 1229 Dogwood Dr.—Just before Glendale Rd.
40"1599 Glendale Rd.—Ken Winters Dogwood & Kirkwood
5th" 1308 Kirkwood—At Peggy Ann Dr.
0th" 1504 Clayshire—Mike Rose home
7th" VMS Belmonte—James Hamilton bone
8th"Glendale Rd.—At Parklane
9th "Corner of Wisewell Rd.& Nth St.—Stop on curve then turn left
10th" 1512 Oxford Dr.
11th "Corner of Oxford & Chaucer—Just after turning
12th" 1597 Chaucer
13th "Corner of Canterbury & Oxford
14th" 1397 S. 10th at Belmonte
15th "S. 14th at Glendale Rd.

lit Stop 4th St (Caldwell Cars)
2nd " 402 Cherry—between Pine & Ash
3rd "Corner of Cherry & Ash
4th "Corner of Ash & hid St.
5th "407 lit St.—between Ash & Pine
0th "201 Pine St.
7th "2nd St. (Community Center)
8th "2nd St (Church of Christ)
9th"205 S.lad St.- between Maple & Poplar
10th " Corner of 3rd & Elm
Ilth " 411 S. 2nd St
12th "Corner of Cross & 3rd
1.tth "4th St. (Garland Used Cars)
14th "New Concord Rd. (McCuiston Automotive Repairs)
Proceed to Carter School, via Sycamore, Irvin, Poplar, and 1301. Unload in
front of school.

1,71
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Cliff Robertson-Secret Movie Maker
By ARMY ARCHEID
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD—Did you ever
hear of a quiet actor? It's not
unusual for an actor to try to
keep his private life a secret
But would you believe one
would want to keep his acting
activities a secret? It's true. It
was all hush-hush while Oscar
winner Cliff Robertson was recently making a film—and at a
major studio.
I received a tip Robertson
was involved in a film at Columbia, yet when I called to inquire about it, no one knew
anything about it. Finally, I
was able to track someone
down who admitted that Robertson was indeed making a
film, but he didn't know if it
really was for the studio, and
whether Robertson was acting
in it, or if he was the director

or the producer or—
After a great deal of trouble
I did find the company with
which Robertson was supposedly involved, shooting at the studio's ranch that day. I phoned
and sure enough he was there.
I left word for him to call me
back.
• • •
A FEW days later, Ftobertion
did call me and explained he
was indeed making a picture.
Was he acting in it? Yea he
was. Was he directing it. Yes
he was. Was he producing it?
Yea he was. Did he write it?
Yes he did! BUT—he asked to
not divulge any of the conversation with him as the source
at the time—he would call as
soon as the film was completed
and give me the story.
Why all the secrecy?
It seems he was making a
film about an over-the-hill rodeo rider And believe it or not,
Jim Coburn was also in the middle of making one called "The
Honkers" and would you also
believe, Steve McQueen had
also announced he was going to
start a film pronto with Bob
Preston and Ida Lupin° playing
his parents in "Junior Bonner,"
the story of a fading rodeo

Cliff Robertson
Bithls!--it's a secret!

star!
Thus, Robertson was bustling
through his "J.W. Rode Hard
And Hung Up Wet." He was
riding fast from one rodeo location to another, doing his own
riding, cutting the film as they
were shooting It, thus promising to have the film in the theaters this summer—ahead of the
competition.
Furthermore, Robertson admitted he was not taking any
salary for his many jobs on the
film—and the rest of the cast
was also working for minimum
in exchange for percentage
ownership of a piece of the picture.
• • •
THE ENTIRE "A"-type film
was completed for $730,000.
Robertson illustrated he didn't
have to do the film cheaply.
"When I wrote the story laid
year and showed it to several
studios—they all wanted to put
up the money for R." And furthermore, he made the deal
without using an agent—just

Beef Makes
Sandwiches Special
For Luncheon Guests
A welcome luncheo surprise for bridesmai s or
bridge partners is a sand-

wich of corned beef slices
crowned with a horseradishflavored egg sauce,

The mingling of spicy beef
and hot egg sauce is a fresh
approach to a corned beef
sandwich, discloses Reba
Staggs, home economist for
the National Live Stock and
Meat Board.
Corned Beef Goldenrod
I% pounds sliced cooked
corned beef
2 tablespoons butteror
margarine
2 tablespoons flour
% teaspoon salt
% teaspoon pepper
I% cups milk
3 hard-cooked eggs
2 to 3 tablespoons
prepared horseradish,
drained
1 teaspoon lemon juice
6 English muffins
cup softened butter or
margarine
2 tablespoons prepared
mustard
Melt 2 tablespoons butter
or margarine in a saucepan.
Stir in flour, salt and pepper.
Add milk. Cook, stirring constantly. until thickened. Separate egg whites and yolks,
chop whites and put egg
yolks through a sieve and
reserve. Add horseradish,

chopped egg whites and
lemon juice to cream sauce.
Combine % cup butter or
margarine with mustard. Split
and toast English muffins.
Spread with mustard butter.
Dividing corned beef equally, arrange on 12 muffin
halves. Top each with 2
tablespoons of sauce and
sprinkle each with 1 to 2
teaspoons of sieved egg
yolk. 6 servings.

Joins east
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Burgess Meredith will join
Dyan Cannon and James Coco
in Otto Preminger's new movie,
"Such Good

• Loam Mood signs
HOLLYWOOD (I1P1)
Lana Wood - Natalie's younger
iiiiiter-signed with Walt Disney
Productions' for a co-starnng
role in -Justin Morgan Had a
How."
•• *

_
1101.1.1%t.101) (114)
"[he
Wier romplxtion I
direftor 1101in

Frankeillwileer a,wl.

mar

—Jr'APAod
ail-I-NMILLANO..

FREE
FOOD
SAMP_E

Call

753-191.
oo lt,?
FOR RENT

•••
• 64,

hy6

1
6,•••

-FURNISHED APAl
• .one and two bedroom
and dryers availa
merman Apartments,
Street, Phone 753-6609.

AO. •

The Colonials

,
r i 7701..c
r T1-4EY
c-r“Eze‘,vou
DIZAKIK 7

DONKEY SERENADE — Socalled expert opinions vary
about what the switch of
New York's Mayor John V.
Lindsay (above) from the
Republican to the Democratic Party is doing to
whom. Some labor leaders
say the switch is good for
the Republicans and bad
for'the Democrats.

Abner
YOUR 0-11PPF_NDALE
MUST'VE f'‘FF.N
PART OF THE LOAD
I SOLD l'D SOME
ANTIQUE
DEALER-

1 Common

Delseed
Pronoun
Rockhsh
Illemurandurn
Number
Symbol for

4
8
11
12
13
14

PAW'

Still
Changes
Deface
Lair
Base
Frolic
Bishopric
Temporary
shelter
31 Foottike pert
33 Shade tree
35 Pair
36 Spanish
article
38 Arens
41 Symbol fot
tellurium
42 Edge
44 8.11
45 Noise
47 Paper

15
17
19
21
23
24
26
28

111**114.1111

Afternoon
piny
51 Sow
54 Ocean
56 Pigpen
58 Golf mound
59 Collectrody.
use animals
bred for food
62 Spread for
fh•line
64 Sun god
65 Nettie metal
66 Pilaster
68 Dry
70 Equality
71 Scorch "
72 Insect

49

DR. D. CHRIS
EMMERT
CHIROPRACTOR

NICE OLD 3-Bedroom
South 11th, $60 Per Inel
753-5051.

Is now accepting
appointments.
office will be
open, August 30,
1971, 9:00 a.m.

•'MAILERS ON Kentu
f: large lots, air-conditior
436-2427.

NICE FURNISHED a
near campus, reasoi
with bath. Also sleep
for college boys. Plea
may have what you
753-8365, night 753-2891

Phone 753-9960

Nice furnished
apartments for 3,
1 ,5 college girls.
2 bedroom
, funwhed apartm

clievelopsd for the aseresseose
moon walk. The maker calls

Lik

:4-for 3 or 441t151tev

— ALSO—
Private room
- with kitchen privi
for college boys.

Phone- 753-!

After 4 p.m.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

0000 0000
03000 U0000
3000100 1200300
M0010 000M 300
000 0000 0000

1
ROOM
-THREE
:apartments, carpeting
at and air conditioi
ge disposal. Lots
!tan be seen at Owi
Market,1407 West Main

t

12E1 MUM luElf31010

00U0 0M00
1/111500 003M 00
0000 00001 000
000 0000 0000
ElgOIJUM 000130M
w0000 1000M0
0000 00MG

FOR REN1

VACATION CABII

57 Old pronoun
40 Prefix wrong
59 Policeman
43 Expert
46 Openwork
WINO
60 Macaw
fabric
61 Compass point
48 Encountered
63 Bespatter
50 Essence
67 Symbol for
52 Ward
tantalum
53 Lifeless
55 Word of sorrow 69 Note col scale

ated on Kentuck:
tarnished 2 bedroi
linens, dishe
Jr conditioner. Rent
eek or month.

Phone

10

502-492-86

1111•111111x:IIMEIrli11111
11111M1111111V1111111111111111
111111M111111101111111M:

FURNISHED APAR'.
two and three room
complete kitchen and
bath for college bo
Campus. Phone 753-5921

Ogili1111111iIiiii111111M111111
61110:6111161111111114° MOM
1111111M1111111M111161tagi
11•11111M11113° MINIUM

SMALL ONE bedroon
sir-conditioned. Rent I
month. Phone 489-2595.
ROOMS FOR girls.
facilities. 1624 Hamilton
3402.

11111111111M11111M1111
Distr, by lett

CZ7
4'7.2

UNFURNISHED TWC
apartment,shady bad
.of storage space,
throughout. Phone 75:1
or 753-8096 nights.

By United Prow International
A new all-purpose sports
goggle has a special wide-angle
lens made of a plastic originally

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

DOWN
1 Royal
2 Printer's
70
measure
3 Period of time

NICE TWO bedroom
apartment, near U
Phone 753-7550.

NEW

Crossword Puzzle
Poker stakes
Megan*
Greek letter
Narrate
Cooked slowly
Pronoun
Abstract being
kichned
roadway
16 Mar's
nickname
18 Small child
20 Knock
22 Same
implements
25 Afftrmative
27 Man's name
-shelted
29
fruit
30 Pedal rho
32 Music as
written
34 Mire
3
36
7 Be mistaken
Falsehood
39 Raga island

SPACES TO park your
Green Acres Trailer C
quiet, paved street. T
Gas, Electricity, a
vision. Available at
month. Water furnish
bage picked up. Marri
only. Call 753-4539,

New vehicle
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Ryan O'Neal, who became an
overnight star in "Love Story,"
will star in "Deadly Honeymoon"at MGM.

the plastic virtually unbreakable. The goggle comes with
• ••
face-conforming inside plus
flow-through ventilation to preLaming guests
vent fogging. It is equipped
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - with interchangeable lens
Robert Lansing, who starred clear, dark gray for glare proin two video series of his own, tection, and yellow for bright
will play a guest role next fall ening or contrast in dark
on "The Dons Day Show ."
weather.

ACROSS

TWO BEDROOM di
central heat and air,
peted with outlets fort
dryer. Available Sept
;125.00 per month. 1
9741.

FOR RE

Castle returns
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) William Castle returns to producing with "The Stunt Man"
at Columbia Pictures.
•* *
Einklefter wan
on narcotics
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Art
Linkicuu, who lost a daughter
to.drugs, has been named peltsident of the National Coordinating Council on Drug Abuse,
Education and Information.

WHEN PEOPLE AK U5 tJHAT
WE'RE 00I146, WELL 5AV WERE
HAViN6 AN A1/605T-POLE PANCE

Reeordnuiters

showed the script to studio executives.
In addition, he handpicked
the actors by reading lines
with each one to choose the
proper ones for the many roles.
Not only did Robertson demand no publicity during the
making, but he kept it annonymous on the set. "There wasn't
even the usual actors' chairs
with their names on them," he
laughed.
Cliff completed "J.W." in 35
days shooting and called me to
announce its completion. ''Now,
I just hope it's a good film," he
sighed. When I asked why he
decided to make a rodeo film.
he answered, "The arena of the
rodeo is most applicable to the
arena of life today. And the
changes of the rodeo today to a
more sophisticated arena shows
the whole 'mod' approach to
life. I play the guy who, despite his age, is trying to hang
in there--also despite today's
changes in lire—or the rodeo."
• • •
ROBERTSON felt this film
tells something important about
people just as he had confidence
in telling the si.ory of "Charly"
which has proven successful by
Its $9 million profit to date.
The Oscar-winning actor
hasn't stopped working in the
past year—after having waited
almost two to start after winning his Oscar. He followed
with "Too Late The Hero," the
coward-turned-hero WW II tale,
then "The Great Northfield,
Minnesota, Raid." In the latter
he plays Cole Younger, who
joined Jesse James in the guerrilla raid.
To prove he's just as capable
on horseback as in the cockpit
of a Jenny, Robertson next
Jumped into "Ace Eli and Rodger Of The Skies," a post WW
I saga of Kansas barnstorming.
He's well-equipped for the role
—last year, he photographed
WW I aerial battle scenes for
another upcoming film, "I Shot
Down The Red Baron, I Think."
I think Cliff Robertson knows
where he's going, on horseback
or in the air, as long as there's
a camera watchine him.

Nancy

nature Syndicate, tic.

Something strange happens to a lot of people when
they get behind the wheel of a car.
They forget they're only human.
They forget that mistakes on the road can be caused
by them...just as well as by the other guy.
There's a little Napoleon in all of us. Some have a
little lore—some a little less. The important thing is that
eCognize this attitude leads to accidents. Because
Napo' n sees things only one way—his. When something goes wrong out on the.highway, he presumes it's
the other guy's idiotic mistake. Not his.

- Fairness and
understanding in traffic siivations can
only help make driving
conditions safer for all of us. Your
new car dealer would like
to We the Napoleons on our
roads start caring about other
drivers.
Napoleon may have made a pretty
big name
for himself. But please
remember, after all
was said and done, what
he met.
Waterloo.

National Automobile Dealers

0f14-.•1

org•.1.• a Non of A.
,
•,oc•• Ira nt1•$••d
,•••• r

•nd trur I

Association
de•lers •

washinoton D C

On.In a utr10111 Presented by N.A.D-A., this
newspaper, and the new car
dealers of our community.

Sherif began n•cordoig a
French %eriiiim cif the Anowl•
traek.

AUTOS FOR Nat
1964 PLYMOUTH Bell
cylinder, automatic. VI
condition inside and out.
good condition alsc
economy car, $400.00. P
6069.
1964 FORD GALAXIE
owner. See at 1404 Popl
5:00p.m.
1963 CHEVROLET, set
makes into a family
Good condition. Call 7535666.
SEPTIC TANKS
for free estimate, Gen
753-7850.
TWO CAR Garage, $p
down payment, built on
Phone Gene Steely,
Contractor, 753-7850.
WILL DO trash t
reasonable rates. Phone:
6130

-•••••-

ae.\
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FOR SALE

.FURNISHED APARTMENTS, ELECTROLUX SALES Si Ser: one and two bedrooms. Washers vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
and dryers available. Zim- Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmerman Apartments, South 160 mington, Kentucky.
TFC
g. Street. Phone 753-6609.
A16C
WE ARE ready now to deliver or
1 TWO BEDROOM duplex with take your order for six vein
central heat and air, fully car- stoker or four by seven lump
peted with outlets for washer and coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
dryer. Available September 1st. Coal Service,408 South 4th
$125.00 per month. Phone 753- Street.
Sept.11C
9741.
Al6C
SPACES TO park your trailers at
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
quiet, paved street. Telephones,
Gas, Electricity, and Cable
vision. Available at $22.50 per
month. Water furnished & garbage picked up. Married couples,
only. Call 753-4539.
A23C
NICE TWO bedroom furnished
apartment, near University.
Phone 753-7550.
A18C

If You Miss
Your Paper...
If yau have not received
your Ledger & Times by

6 PM.
we urge you to contact the
city circulation manager,
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269

Between 6 & 6:30 p.m.

TWO GOOD MULE bridles; one
full-blooded, 7 to 8 month old
boxer; new hydraulic lift for
wheel disc, never been used. Call
A16P
489-2330.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

2 bedroom
turwhed apartment
'for 3 or 41605flege boys.

- ALSOPrivate rooms
with kitchen privileges
for college boys.

N'SIX -1 V
WLAC- Ill
Cianne I S
Ch.mml 8
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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News; Wthr ; Sports cuz;*
sle
Win,
Sw. I Dram o .esnme
30 Newsmakers
Let's Makes Deal
sievolywed Game _
00 Baseball
Gamow**
:30 Baseball
It Was a Good Year
MOWS LIOCY
Moyle:
0 :110 Baseball
Mayberry R.F.D.
"Breath of Scandal
0 :30 Baseball
Doris Ow
Moyle
ii
:110 Baseball
CBS Newcomers
7 :30 Baseball
CBS
Takm a Thie
rs 700 News; Wily • Sports News: Oesty•t SOWS
It Takes a Thlot
Movie:
so :30 Torileht
News; WIttr; Sports
"Lady Godiya"
e :00 Tonle/at
Dick Caren
Moyle
:30 Tondist

* No Down Payment
* Built On Your Lot

Newcomers

maito

Dick Covell
Nett Cavort

TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

5 00
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News
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NATEMMASPOSOFICIITIONS

SQUARE LANDOWNERS
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, England (UPI; -The local nudist
club had the idea of raising
money for charity by having
four sky-divers jump from
10,000 feet, wearing boots,
parachutes -and nothing die.
Trouble is, the club said

r CONCRETE FLOM
N.FRAMINS
MIND
rye SIMILE Serial PLATE - TINATM)
re- STUOS le 0 C
COWER INACES
INSULATION NW INPOR WAIMEA ALUMINUM FOIE
NEATNETWOMIONN FACTOR" APPLIED
Tar
OC
WALL TIES
coSINC
TO NOW .01.1

IF

PLAS0011 OWNING
CC La ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF
PASSAGE 0031. WWI
/ EOM
OWANIEAD,....EZIES - WOO - METAL-

net

Thursday, they can't find any
landowners who will let the
drop onto their property.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Ray Bolger and Rosemary De
Camp signed to repeat their
Grandpa and Grandma guest
roles in "The Partridge F'amily"series.

.•rw
WINDOWS 'CO PLAN
ALUM THISEsHOU, SEWICE DOOR
MII. ROST STARTER

PLOT PLAN

So says the VA

MWS.M e •
OM......
...........

XS inch girl's bicycle. If interested call 753-6016.
AllINC

•a

BEETLE BAILEY
by MORT WALKER

• •
.1
•
'

SAY, JIMMY- DID YOU
KNOW THE GOVERNMENT
WILL PAY VETS LIKE you
$175 A MONTH TO GO TO
SCHOOL?
MORE IF
OU GET MARQIEW

IMO OLE
AWN*
SW

Fos..
C.,

BUDGET FINANCING - LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Ster

AVE 15 percent on cash
prescriptions at HOLLAND'S. BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Let us quote you a price on your hearing aid batteries for all make
next prescription. No
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC
After 4 p.m.
A21C
obligation.
DON'T THROW that rug away.
HELP WANTED
furnished
ROOM
• THREE
Clean it with Blue Lustre. You
apartments, carpeting, central LADIES APPLICATIONS beink can rent a shampooer for only
toeat arid air conditioning, gar- accepted now. Fine opportunity $1.00 at Big K.
A21C
Aar disposal. Lots of closets. for full or part time w,ork. ConTan be seen at Owen's Food tact Mr. Ralph Rowe, August 17.
A17C 10:00-2:00 p.m. at the Mid- CREOSOTED POLES for pole REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Market,1407 West Main.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
barn construction, utility poles
Towner Motel. No phone
calls.
A16C and boat docks. Murray Lumber TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen, APPROXIMATELY 7-eightCo , Maple Street, Murray, den, living room, bath Range
tenths acres, about 3 miles South't-IOMEWOFtKERS
1TC and refrigerator included. All
WANTED: Kentucky.
VACATION CABINS
west of Lynn Grove and excellent
part-time,full-time work at home
new carpet. Large lot with out- location for basement. On good
4Located on Kentucky Lake
mailing our circulars. For details TAPPAN RANGE, excellent side storage. Call Gene Landolt
Furnished 2 bedroom, in
rush self-addressed, stamped condition. Phone 753-6345. A19C at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5.00 road, mail route and school bus
T.V.
route. Contact Earl Spann, Route
dishes,
linens,
-eluding
Lsivelope and 35c to US Enp.m.
TFC 2, Pochahontas,illinois
Air conditioner. Rent by day
SADDLEMARE,
14
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
hands high.
A26C
62275,
week or month
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC Good easy gait. See A. B. Crass at SMALL FARM; good locat,on ;
Crass Furniture, or call 753-4818
Phone
business or future investment.
DRIVERS
-----TIKRU
after 5:00p.m.
Aire One mile East Murray, ap- BY OWNER; 190 acre fenced
(Straight or Semi)
farm. Good gravel road,
Experience helpful but not FOR LONGER wear keep car- proximately 10 acres pasture. southeast of New Concord. 183'
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, necessary. Can earn extremely pets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent Hog wire fencing, stables, water. well, electricity, 2 outbuildings,
two and three rooms, with high pay after short training, for New electric shampooer $1. Cozy older 7 room house, modern. corral. $19,000.00 for quick, sale.
complete kitchen and private local and over-the-road hauling. Western Auto, Home of "The For appointment call 436Earl Redmon 753-2417 or 4362173.
TFC 5572.
Al6C
bath for college boys near Write: NATION WIDE SEMI Wishing Well".
A18C
A19P DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
campus. Phone 753-5921
N.E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
WANT TO BUY'
SMALL ONE bedroom trailer, or call 606-299-6912.
A18C
air-conditioned. Rent $40.00 per
Nisiassimissaammol.
BUY; logs and
A16C
month. Phone 489-2595.
DELIVERY AND STOCK man.-1 standing Umber.' Also have for
TlItiAITS
IP101116
ROOMS FOR girls. Kitchen Apply in writing t° P.O. 0X424
' sale lumber and sawdust.
Eat Yo.ir Home
Are Poiaon
umber
,
and
saw
No
mama
Kentucky.
facilities. 1624 Hamilton, Call 753- Murray,
J17C
3402.
Co.libone 753-4147.
TFC
FOR SALE OR RENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
TWO BEDROOM house trailer, WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
01,,LN
ROACH'S
1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere 6 air-conditioned, electric heat. 3 pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
Carry Germs
cylinder, automatic. Very good.miles from Murray. Phone 753- good condition. Phone 753-6030
Condition inside and out. Motor in 7856 or 753-2583.
A16C after 5:00p.m.
TFNC
cif olo Of
good condition also. Good
FOR SA1Z OR TRADE
PESTS
economy car, $400.00. Phone 753Al6C
LOST: GERMAN Shepherd,
6069.
ale, answers to name of
PARTIALLY
1964 FORD GALA.7CIE 500, one
ODED lo
Iristy. Lost on South side of
1115'x160' in
owner. See at 1404 Poplar after
ttwood Fo
own. Phone 753-7971.
Al6C
Phone 753-7358, ter 4:00
A17C
5:00 p.m.
p.m.
TF
1983 CHEVROLET, school bus,
Do not be deceived! Terthites work 24 hours
SERVICES OFFERED
makes into a family camper.
SERVICES OFFERED
a day the year round .. . Winter and Summer
Good condition. Call 753Al7P
5666

Gene Steely Building Cont.

Phone- 753-5108

it

Movie

I 2 3$1

1970-175 HONDA, 1,800 miles.
Will sell for $450.00. Phone 435Al6C
4301.

TELEVISION, RCA deluxe, 21"
screen, wood cabinet. Good
condition. 607 Olive Street, 7536587
Al8P

e

or
•

THREE PIECE antique white
bedroom suite. Chair and coffee
table. Female Pekingese dog.
Phone 753-2767 after 4:30
Al6P
p.m.

12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME
Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
bedrooms, two baths, also airconditioned. Excellent condition
Very reasonable price. Phone
753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

GARAGES

FOR RENT

LOCK UP
YOUR WOMEN..

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WSM-TV

PURPLE HULL Peas, $2.00
bushel, pick your own. $3.00
picked and delivered. Herbert
Underwood. Phone 498-8510. A16P

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
for delivery. Please place
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
in Kentucky. No increase in
your call before 6:30 p.m.
apartment,shady back yard, lots
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
A.
V-of storage space, carpeted
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
throughout. Phone 753-3312 days FOUND-HOW to reduce your from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
medical
bills.
Let
us
quote
you
a
A21C
k or 753-8096 nights.
price on your next prescription. 117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Aug30C
No
obligation. Uncle Jeff's Safe-T p.m.
ti NICE OLD 3-Bedroom house on
A21C SAINT BERNARD
South 11th, $80 per month. Phone Discount Pharmacy.
pups, AKC
ITC
753-5051.
registered. Easy terms. Call 554alAPEMAKERS!!! THE only
4786, Paducah,Ky.
TFC
TRAILERS ON Kentucky Lake, easy way to lose weight and inlarge lots, air-conditioned. Phone ches fast. Make an appointment THE LINNVILLE Shoe Store will
for Free figure analysis. Phone
436-2427.
Al8P
753-2962.
A25NC , be closed on Sundays beginning
' August 15, 1971. New store hours;
NICE FURNISHED apartments
near campus, reasonable and 10 percent OFF ALL mer- Monday thru Friday 8:30-6:00,
with bath. Also sleeping rooms chandise through September 1, Saturday 8:30-5:00.
for college boys. Please call, we Willie's Antique and Gift Shop, The latest fall shoes are
may have what you need. Day, 10 miles Southeast of Murray oft arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle
TFC 121 on 614 Junction. Open 7 days patent Boots. Now receiving
753-8365, night 753-2891.
A19P Men's shoes, all famous name
Phone 436-2128.
brands at Discount Prices.
All Ladies Summer Shows
I WILL not be responsible for any
debts other than my own. Reduced. All Famous Namt
Michael N. Butler, Route 2, Box Brand Shoes at Discount
A17P Prices.
Nice furnished
117, Murray,Ky.
A17C

apartments for 3, 4 and
5 college girls.

MONDAY-AUGUST 16, 1971

901 Story
Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-7850

FOR RENT

502-492-8622

SERVICES OFFERED
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Owe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753'
Sepik
house
painting,
outside
WILL DO
or inside. Truman Edwards,
Al8P
phone 753-6587.
WILL INSTALL septic tanks and
Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine
Construction Co., Murray.
AleC
Kentucky,753-8986.
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Aug24C
McCoy,753-3045.
PROFESSIONAL, -EXPERIENCED painter, will work
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
has own equipment.Call 489Sept 7C

For information, Contact the nearest VA office check
your phone book) or write: Veterans Administration.
232X,810 Vermont Ave.. NW. Washington. D.C.20420

11,--alu

Protect Your Home!

Action People Use The
WANT ADS

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

SERVICES OFFERED
SEPTIC TANKS Installed. Call
for free estimate, Gene Steely,
A21C
753-7850.
TWO CAR Garage, $2395.00. No
down payment, built on your lot.
Phone Gene Steely, Building
Contractor, 753-7850.
A21C
WILL DO trash hauling,
reasonable rates. Phone 753A21C
6130.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
• ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-3914 Day Tilf Nite
Home Owned and °Piloted Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

READ the WANT ADS
Murray. Kentucky 42071

Phone 753 1916

THE LEDGER & TIMES — NIL RRAY, KENTUCKY
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Miss Travis Is Wage-Price...
Discovery: 2 Persons ... Claimed,
Death

Industry Makes Very Pleasant
Indians Prove Skilled, Diligent Workers

it:inhaled frem Page 1)
Dale Young of Murray Route
One.

I Castinued from Page 1)
has been hovering about 6 per
cent all year. These rates are
Belle Travis, 50 per cent higher than the
N1is5 Ora
Police said the Parcel Service daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom administration's goals. Polititruck was parked in the center Ed. Travis of Murray Route cians of both parties have
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Computer buoy
checks pollution
By FRANK PAACOMBER
Copley News Service
Some critics claim modern technology is getting the upper hand
over the civilization it is intended to help, like when a computer
bills you for six months after you've paid up.
But for all the boo-boos laid to computers and other technological
gadgets, there are encouraging signs technology also is bailing out
humanity in a variety of ways.
Take the problem of water pollution plaguing the nation and most
other countries of the world. Today the forerunner of a buoy system
which would maintain round-the-clock watch on water pollution
levels is being tested in San Francisco Bay.
If experiments with the ecology-data buoy are successful, its
design will be submitted to state and federal agencies charged with
controlling pollution of America's lakes, rivers and ocean borders.
Through Aug. 15 this cylindrical pollution sentinel will be taking
hourly measurements of the bay water's temperature, electrical
conductivity and oxygen content — the three chief indicators of
water pollution. The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers has permitted
the Lockheed Missiles di Space Co. to place the seven-foot-long,
three-foot-diameter Eco Buoy in Guadalupe Slough at Coyote
Creek, adjacent to the firm's bayside plant in Sunnyvale south of
San Francisco.
Wstis measurements taken by the buoy are telemetered
automatically to Lockheed's data processing center for analysis,
then transmitted to the California Regional Water Quality Control
in Oakland.
George H. Farmer, project.engineer, says water pollution
measurements had to be taken by hand from small boats until Eco
Buoy came along.
"The time and money needed to take manual measurements and
process the results are considerable," he points out. "We think a
network of relatively simple, unsophisticated buoys can do the job
automatically 24 hours a day with better results and little difference in cost."
*
*
*
A Mesa, Ariz., businessman has put his patriotism to work. Roy
McAfee, president of McAfee Consolidated, Inc., spent a year
designing a check that is attracting nationwide attention among
bankers.
In the upper left corner is the American flag in its true colors.
Beside it is the legend: "Respect Our Flag, Or Do Not Solicit Our
Business Or Seek Our Employment."
McAfee, a Navy petty officer during World War II, cleared the
check design with the Justice Department before printing up the
first batch last January. He says the unique check design was inspired by his gratitude for a nation, "not only for what it has given
to me but for what it has allowed me to obtain for myself."
McAfee's United Bank of Arizona checks make it clear that those
who show disrespect for the American flag aren't going to do
business with his firm or find their names on his payroll.
*
*
*
We are living in a world where diplomacy has become a game of
international chess, where governments often suspect or distrust
each other. Yet in mid-August there will be a convocation of
representatives from nations around the world.
They will be young people, ranging in age from 10 to 17, still
young enough to trust one another. The mission of each will be to
win honors in the fourth annual Junior World Golf Championships
held at San Diego, Calif..
Says Mrs. A. S. Smith, tournament director:
"F.ach year it is a revelation to watch these youngsters compete
and hear them communicate with one another, crossing language
barriers as though they didn't exist. If governments could do the
same it might be a different world."
This year the young golfers will compete from Hang Kong,
Guatemala, Italy, Portugal, Israel, India, England, France, New
Guinea, the Philippines, Brazil, Nationalist China, Canada,
Mexico, West Germany, Panama, Ecuador and Bermuda. And
there may be other countries represented before tee time, along
with young swingers from 35 U. S. states.
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BELFAST BITTERNESS — The Joseph Blair warehouse
burns furiously in Belfast, Northern Ireland, in a deathdealing outbreak of Protestant-Catholic violence.
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The column follows:
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Ill., Department of
supplied these sent(
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letters
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